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An HIV-positive student
tells the story of his
struggle to obtain medical
care, peace of mind and a

degree. Page 3.

Druq therapy

Close Call

New knowleabodutgeHIV
makes it possible to limit
effects of opportunistic
ns
re’s
butothe
— i
infect
stillno cure. Page 19.

Gov. Wilson calls for AIDS education
funding cuts in 12 rural California
counties — but a state Senate
subcommittee redirects funds to
save some programs. Page 11.
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The Candidates
will

Come OUt
with

groups seek exposure of family Issues. Page6.
Lumberjack profiles candidates for A.S. vice president
The

Gun We
mokin’
as

positions — so you don't have to. Page &.

11

COMMUNITY
Kirkpatrick goes to Washington. Local CSSA rep. joins

Mt.

national forum on higher education. Page 15.
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Two candidate’s forum debates
are set to
on the QUAD

ig

at HIGH NOON.
Kellie Johnson will moderate
this grueling, in-depth look at the

"

5

candidates for 1993-94. Come

armed with questions!

:
|

echoes with the pitter-patter of tiny Reeboks as student

HSU

19

|

SCIENCE

Big Bang, dark matter and the raisin bread model of the
The
universe. And you thought it was a bagel. Page 22.

23

CURRENTS

@ English professor Vince Gotera scores $20,000 creative writing

fellowship. Page 25.
Skin of Our Teeth” chronicles humankind's “madcap”
"The
history. Page 26.

28

SPORTS

Wednesday, April 21

Thursday, April 22

Candidates for College
Representatives

Candidates for Vice
Presidents and Presi

a

Ball jumps life's hurdles to rule the track.
Juan r
@ HSU sprinte

Page 28.
@ Anew training style helps runner Dutch Yerton chase his
— the Nationals. Page 28.
goal onal
pers

31
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Page 32.

in the March 31 issue, It was reported that A.S. fees are $24. AS.
fees are actually $21. The Lumberjack regrets the error and any
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@ With alternatives available, the continued use of trees for raw
material Is seen by some to be “uncivilized.” Page 33.
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@ Student warns readers to beware of “political cleansing.”
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™@ An HSU student shares how the virus
changed his life — relationships, medical
care and studies — and says the virus is
‘eminently preventable and avoidable.’
“I honestly can’t remember
what went through my mind at
U
the time,” he said.
It was from that point on RobRobert*, 30,isaseniorin HSU’s
Collegeof Natural Resources. He ert began seeinga doctor in relation to his health.
is also HIV
tive.
“At first, the doctor I saw said
Robert is
asymptomatic,
visible
pretty healthy and my Tno
was
I
has
he
which means
cell count was about 600-700,”
symptoms related to the virus.
Robert said.
“I never have shown an
The average T-cell count
symptoms,” he said. “My heal
people haveis
hasbeen good.
about
1,000,
There’s really
minus
or
plus
_
WSs
been no mani300. The docfestations of
A ps : * 2
tor told him
ARI ADA
HIV-opportuto expect

By Gini Berquist

(can

\\
nistic infecY —~-7
Say
,
NY
Lif
ay
tions.”
Robert has
known he is
HIV+ since November 1987. He
LOS

suspects he contracted the virus
about nine years ago.
Robert was tested at the clinic

where he went to receive general medical care. HIV-antibody
testing at that time Was different
from the anonymous testing today.
“The doctor just kind of mentioned, ‘Do you want to have an

HIV

test?’”

Robert

said.

“I

thought about it. I guess I didn’t
think too hard. Ijust said, ‘Yes.’”

Robert was at home alone
when his doctor called a few
weeks later to tell him he was
HIV+.

*The

“Robert”

name

is a

pseudonym. It was the name of
a friend of the interviewee who
died. “Robert” wanted to remain

anonymous and chose the name
to give his friend credit.

a GLOBAL

not

CONDITION

any

_—reail

change in status “for a

two years.”

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY DAVID KLEINPETER

“He was right,” Robert said.
“It was about two years later my
T-cells dropped to 350. That’s
when I started taking AZT.”
His T-cell count went upagain
after the drug therapy.
AZT, or azidothymidine, is a
drug which inhibits viral repli-

to know what timeitis. But three

years later I don’t even think
about it. I just do it.”
improvements in health

Robertsaid healso started tak-

ing better care of himself after he
found out he was HIV+.

cation. For the first few months
he took the drug he experienced
minor sideeffects like headaches.
Robert considers himself lucky
the headaches were all he experienced.

“I drink less and take less rec-

reational drugs than I used to,”
he said. “I try to eat well. Idon’t

skimp on sleep. And I don’t put
things off. I think that’s taking
care of yourself.”
tto be vigilant,”
“It’sim
you're healthy,
“When
he said.
you don’t think there’s something wrong with you. It’s much
easier to act on something that’s
manifesting itself than something that’s not.”
a bit under the weather
Feeling
detail for Robert
minor
a
is not

“A lot of people I know took it
and it made them sick, it made
or it made them anethem
mic,” he said. “But Inever had a
problem like that.”
Robert found his first few
weeks with AZT very strange.
“Suddenly there’s this major
intrusion in your life,” he said.
“You have to take five pills a
day. And you're always trying

anymore.
“I always wonder if this is
something I need to be morecon-

Robert, a homosexual, compared living in San Francisco to
“living in a war zone.”

people worry even more. If I talk
to my parents on the phone and

cisco — and especially if you're
gay — there’s no escaping
AIDS,” he said. “You know

cerned about,” he said. “Other

I have a cough, they get pretty
nervous. But that’s to be expected.
“I’ve been healthier than most
people I know.”
Time for a change

About a year and a half after
diagnosis Robert decided to
his
Francisco, where he
leave
was living and working at the
time.

“Where I was and what I was
doing wasn’t really going anywhere,” he said. “I was having a
good time but I wasn’t getting
anywhere.”

“When you live in San Fran-

countless numbers

of people

who are HIV+, or sick, or who

have died. I didn’t want to be in
that environment anymore.”
Robert decided to go back to

school. He found something he
wanted to study in the field of
natural resources and came to
Humboldt, where he has been
for four years. He expects to
graduate next year.
“What happens when you're
faced with a situation like this is
you start to want to see things

See Robert, page 8

AIDS Policy Committee fights uphill battle
@ With the help of the
AIDS Policy Committee,
campus

Officials are

be seeing people

He said in previous years there was
," Frisch said. But secretarial support to coordinate meetevery
day that have
n
efor the Health Centerto ing times, but it was a volunteer positio
no way
thiser
know if the students don’t tell them, or if which is now unfilled. if the wee
be a
“It =
the students don’t know themselves.

cation, we find the money to do it,” he

ea

offer confiden-

Grant money was found whenthe committee found two projects to take on. One
ant was for a voice mail system through
the Health Center. It would offer clinical
information about sexually transmitted

“We (the center) may

eeedoes
waiThekidsHealth Center
steps to promote
HIV and AIDS education. _ ficalsthere recommend

i g
takin

By

Heather Boll

CABOS EDTOR

In 1987, HSU

policy and

ic

in

o

established a campus

guidelines regardi

Nis

Policy Committee, but the
and an
National Student
campus is
AIDS Awareness Week for the first time.
Based on national averages, Dr. ee

Frisch, chief of staff at the HSU H

people
Center,estimatesthereare30to40

the

tions

community,

where testing is also

. (0
=

% ms WV

« ae

anonymous.

The policy committee

277

—

consists of 15 people,
including three studentsand theassistant
coordinator of the North Coast AIDS

ra

Rob Jarvis.

to scheduling problems, ithasmet

only twice—oncein Novemberand again

on campus infected with the HIV virus. —_ yesterday.
“Thebiggest pie we face this year
Because the Health Center does not
treat chronic illnesses, there isno way to is getting people together to meet,” said
know exact figures.

e a person to a take on one
were able to provid
eee

Frisch, the committee's chair.

/

—

responsibility, "Frisch
ommittee

member

Jeff Bernstein, Beychol-

A GLOBAL

ogy and child develop-

laaTs

feels there is a lack of

CONDITION

fie senior, said he
commitment and orga-

nization.
“They (university officials) say it is a
priority, so they need to act like it is,” he

said.

diseases, as well as safe sex practices.
The program will also allow for students to record a specific question and
then call back to receive a personal response from a health official. Students
would be given a private identification
number, so they would only have access
to their m essage.
van said the Health Center is “still
ng to get some bugs out” but hopesto
have the system running by fall.

said.

Committee members Bernstein and
Jarvis updated an older brochure
on HIV

funds, but according to Vice President fdr Student Affairs Edward “Buzz”
Webb, the money is available.

The new brochure
has been

Thecommittee doesn’t receiveany bud-

“When the time comes to do some edu-

andA

with funds from another

t.

distributed

See Campus, page 9
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Jumni for ‘major gifts’

Fund raiser turns to al
@ Facing a 6.5 percent cut across the

board, the Department of Development is
relying more on outside money.

By Susanne

ment at HSU has long been rewey
for —
8 an

0

In a time of major cutbacksin
inCSU institutions,
the system,
on
ely
now
must
cluding HSU,

ro

nal

gifts

from

alumni. the gifts have never

been more important to HSU,
because the university faces 6.5
oe
—

rectofor Major Gifts and a newcomerto HSU. He is in chargeof
donations from alumani.
Fundraising is normally digifts from
pias eee

$100 to $1,000.

is

handled by the Beer abe

velopment Jan Petranek, who

sponsored the “Partnership Proprogram
” a fundraising
in which Humboldt County
veystin HSU.
businessesinmone
s area of specialty is
Lo

to work with people capable of

giving gifts not only on an annual basis, but also gifts that are
normal.
‘substantially larger
ft, by our defini“A a

is $10,000,” Loposer said.
tion,

orimps
very ip
are sh
“Scholar
yil
easi
ar
the
im
pr
is
tantand this
e,”
rais
to
est kind of large gift
Loposer said, “especially for an
endowment that carries the
name of an individual.”

Filling budget gaps

With purchase of
large pizza (limit 4
& peuivery
-out
Take1722
CENTRAL AVE.
McKINLEYVILLE
(707) 839-3700

e MULTIPLE COPIES

|
,

beers) with

coupon!!!

« COLORED PAPERS

Loposer said an endowment
produces a certain amount of
the
money each
interest generated by the initial
donation. The original gift is inuces revenue in
vested and
the form of annual interest income.
“In a time in which there are
budget cutbacks, in a time in
which student fees are going up,
has to be done to fill
something
the gap,”
Loposer said.
He said donations can help fill
the gap by providing money for
scholarships and other forms of

financial aid.
“Fundraising in public insti-

tutionsis relatively new— especially in the California state system.” Loposer said. “Up until
around 1980 or ‘81, private
fundraising was discouraged.”
According to Loposer, there
was a feeling before 1980 that if

universities raised gift money it

would hurt them in approaching the Legislature to get a state
allocation.
He said there was also an old
attitude that CSU is a state institution and the state was obligted
to pay all costs.
“The fact of the matter is, this
is not a state-supported institution, but a state-assisted institution,” Loposer said. “I dare say
that only about halfof themoney
that supports this institution
comes from the state.”
“Not that the state is unimportant,” he said. “We have to have
the state to provide the basic
education, but to provide those
extra things to make this an institution of real Some
gifts.”
private
u've got to have
Now ti CSU an under
Chancellor Barry Munitz, is “en-

ling and
couraging, pushing, allcajothe
cam-

just trying” to get
ses to take a more active role
in fundraising.
worked as director of
Loposer
development at both Washington State University and the
University of Nevada at Reno.
He has been at HSU, in the new
position of director of major gifts,

“I came here because this is a

new
and I felt I could
make a contribution to doing
something important here,”

Loposer said.
New career

Before embarking on a career

in higher education, Loposer did

a brief stint as a Baptist minister

in New Orleans, where he says

his conflicting racial views did
not “hold me in good stead.”
“I said something wrong from
the pulpit one night,” Loposer
said. “The next Thursday night |
hada cross burned on the vacant
lot across from my house — not

yard —butdirectly across
onmy
the street. No other house on the
block — just mine.
Then one of my deacons came
to me the following Sunday and
said, ‘Preacher, did you see the
light on Thursday night?’ and |
I saw the
said, ‘Yeah,

ly the beginning of

was

t as a minis-

my

ter.”

he was born and
Al
ape and later
eG
hesaid his
Orleans,
New
in
lived

liberal ideas were not compat-

ible with those of the Deep South,
Loposer,

who

lives

McKinleyville with his wife
Ellen. “People are more accept-

ing, much more tolerant, here.

Walkthiscampusand you'll find

bias, prejudice and bigotry all
See Loposer, page 8

since March.
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Students compete in forensics tournament
oer

@ A man indecently exposed himself Sunday afternoon to a woman

walking

away from the racquetball
courts near the Field House.
Officer Roger Schroeder
| said the incident is the eighth
exposure
rted since the
beginning of the school year.
@ Vending machinesin the

Art Building were
rted
vandalized
April 6. Police believe a sugar solution was
poured into the dollar and
change slots of the machines.
@ A license plate of a university vehicle was reported
stolen April 5.
@ Mari
lants were
found in duneet Hall April
4
by Resident Director
Mike
Barker, who was conducting
a safety check.
University police seized
and destroyed the plants, but
no one was cited.
— Peter Finegan

Even though there were no
HSU finalists in last weekend's
national forensics tournamentin
Houston, the members of the
forensics team and its advisor
agree it was a great accomplishment just to get there.

The HSU foren'sics team,

which was formed in 1958, provides opportunities for students
to travel to other schools to compete in public speaking events,
oral interpretation events and
debate.
In the five tournaments the
team has participated in
throughout
the year, ithas placed
fourth or better each time.
Each team member is responsible for writing and memorizing his own eight- to ten-minute

speech and is judged on pre-

paredness, enthusiasm and conciseness.

communications junior
Monica Wilcoxen, child development senior Lisa Holloway
and s
communications senior
Miller were the three
forensics team members who
qualified for the American Forensics Association’s National
Individual Events Tournament.
They
qualified for the tournament at
Rice University by be-

the best in their speech event
a of all four-year colleges in
California and Nevada.
“My favorite part of going to
the forensics tournaments is the
comradery that we share as
teammates. We are a good supnetwork for each other,”
ler said.
“It was exciting to go and represent Humboldt State,” he said.
The tournament represented
425 participants of 112 schools
including such universities as
Notre Dame, Cornell, New York
and the U.S. Air Force Academy
to name a few.
Even though neither of the
three team members made the
finals, Jay VerLinden, who has
been involved with forensics for
17 years and has been HSU’s
director of forensics the = six

years, had

praise for his stu-

dents.
“This is a real big accomplishle. They’ve
ment for these
worked hard all year long and
have taken on a challenge most
- are reluctant to take,” he

"PHOTO COURTESY OF FORENSICS TEAM"

HSU forensics team members Brian Miller, left, Monica Witcoxen
and Lisa Holloway competed in a national tournament.

VerLinden said that what is
remarkable about the three students is that none of them have
had more than eight tourna-

Fen sees os eo, ale
Thisshowsyou
littleexperience.
don’tneed theexperienceaslong
as you're willing to put out the
effort,” he said

ticipantsat
the tourney had completed 20 or more this year.

and limited funding restrict their

ments in college and most par-

j

Millersaid thelong commutes

in more than
ability to
the five tournaments they've
been involved in.
The team is funded by
Instructionally’ Related Activities, fundraising, donations and
the student participants.
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The abundance of children
yesterdayand
HSU
underfootat
ion of
inat
culm
the
today is
Adult
e
byth
omg
pra
oldt
terat Humb .
The aaa was taken over for
the two-day event from oa
a.m. to 1:00 p.m. by cam

groups one the a

of

SU

and
who
ents,
an.
aiaei
al
pr
to
listened
ARCH Director Thia Falcone
said the idea of the Kids on the
Quad celebration was to make

HSU families more visible.
“The first step in consciousness-raising is to make people
aware of a situation,” Falcone
to bring families
said. “We want

wlesare
peop
so o
outof the shad
aware of their needs.”
Falcone said ARCH had .

make an “educated guess”

determining the percentage of
HSU students who also support
families.
“We're just guessing that a
of Humboldt students
tsne
en
e noo
becaus
havedepend
cone
,”
Fal
ion
mat
tracks thatinfor
said.

“The

doesn’t feel oe it’s im

tra of,
tant
and that’s one hare’ that

we're tryi

With ad ed <

os

the plightof the college famsaid ARCH hopes
ily, Falcone
toaddress
issues likeon-cam-

pus housing for families and
the staggered spri
pring break.
“The differencein
breaks (between eed

public and

isextremely

for students

with kids,” Falcone said.

See Quad, next page

administration

Several youngsters from the Children’s Center, right, played

@ game involving a parachute with student volunteers from

New Games, a Youth Educational Services program. Homer

Alilla Rose also participated
Dollar, above, and his daughter
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Pledge urges graduates to ask
for more than just a paycheck
“This is not about taking or
not taking a job but about making choices which will fulfill your
create a generation of socially conscious
values,” Nicodemus said.
Both Close and Nicodemus
workers if signers follow through.
" said the pledge does not limit
students to working at busiknow that there is a lot of resisBy Dirk Rabdau
nesses which exercise sound entance to that type of indoctrina(UMBERJACK
STAFF
—SOSOSC~S~S~S
vironmental
and social
practices.
tion.”
“You can fulfill the pledge by
Trying to keep graduating stuNicodemus said the pledge
changing the practices of a comdents from trading their prin- originally met resistance from
pany from within and making it
ciples for paychecksis the aim of faculty, staffand administrators
more environmentally responone HSU organization.
who feared it would break trasible,” Close said. .
The Graduation Pledge Alli- dition and politicize the cer“A person who thinks that b
ance urges graduating students
emony.
building a better nuclear bom
“We worked hard to make
to sign a pledge promising “to
their country is more secure fulinvestigate a?
and take sure that the pledge did not upfills the pledge if they considinto account the social and enviset the flow of the ceremonies.
ered the consequences of their
This facilitates of the evolution
ronmental consequences of any
job opportunity.”
of the graduation tradition. It action,” Close said.
Catherine Fredriks, a political
The pledge, a project of the addresses the concerns of the
science senior, said she will sign
Campus Center for Appropriate
people in this society,” he said.
the pledge.
e pledge has spread to
Technology,
has been partof the
“This pledge has a premise
commencement ceremonies
nearly 30 universities includin
which I feel strongly about. For
Stanford, UC Berkeley, Cornell,
since 1987.
rsonal satisfaction I would
GPA _ co-founder
Matt
University of Colorado
at Boulresearch
the field of my career
Nicodemus,a 36-year-old Arcata . der and CSU Long Beach.
before
settling
upon a job,”
With unemployment hoverresident and instructional aide
Fredriks said.
at the Learning
Skills Center at ing near 10 percent in CaliforThe most pressing problem the
the College of the Redwoods,
nia, the pledge
has been called
alliance
faces isn’t trying to constresses the apolitical nature of by sceptics “the unemployment
vince
people
to sign the pledge.
the pledge.
pledge.”
“Our biggest problem isa lack
They charge strict adherence
“We
have been very careful
to the pledge would prevent a of volunteer,” Close said
that it doesn’t contain any speThe GPA meets Thursdays at
person from obtaining employcific ideology,” he said.”It does
noon
in Nelson Hall East 113.
not tell people what to think. I ment.

Quad: Breaks mismatched
Continued from previous page
“The individual campuses
have the power to determine
some aspects of their schedule
such as starting
days,” ARCH
Treasurer
Rob Flynnsaid. “They
should be able to tailor their
breaks to coincide locally, and
probably could if the president
applied some pressure, but it’s

CUSTOMIZED)\
Typeset with your name
25 invitations

25 envelopes
$19.95
or
50 customized name cards

for generic invitations
$9.95

QUICK turnaround!

Open 7 Days
822-8712

16th & G St. - ARCATA

445-3334

5th & V St. - EUREKA

just not seen as an issue.”

The Academic Senate, which
consists of faculty, staff and students, is in
of making
calendar decisions. Calendar
decisions are usually made two
or three years in advance.
Last year students made an
advisory vote to move spring

break closer to the middle of the

semesterbut
it won'taffect policy
until 1994-95 school year.
Falconesaid he —_

increasing
dents

that by

the visibility of stufamilies, the senate

will take them into consideration

the next time the calendar is put
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easant
ay lifeen’t pl
make day: countot -d
Robert: Student tries to Whatever’
tamed out to be a misconcepe.
But Ihav
on anymor
happen is
tionships.
The issue of his health

© Continued
from page 3

oar tem Ma onoe fixiahs
ee, but I tried to get a bitte

more goal-oriented. If there’s

I want to do, I do it,
whether
or not I can afford it.”
There are some
thatare

not an option for

any-

more.

hasnever come up in any kindof
business deal.

eine to happen Ido what can

pretty well,” he said.

Asmail

“It's

certain countries.

“That's shitty,” he said. “I’m

not
the kind of
that likes
‘ ‘to be told what I can and cannot
do.”
Robert said it’s difficult
to tell
le he is close to that he is

+. To date, he has escaped
discrimination
in personal rela-

you can hide

Compared to San Francisco,
the program: in Humboldt

Only
close to him and
other
in the local HIV+
community know.
“If
re your loved ones, it
e new dimension to
addsa
troy relationshi — a
re going to

For example, he cannot give

blood, have children or travel to

to make the present pleasant.”

unsure of what he will do after
uates. He said he will
he

Pe ably get a job and work for

system in Humboldt County
ery
effective.
ere’s not the incessant
waiting and battling bureaucracies,” hesaid. “There's still some
red tape but not as much as in a
city. It’s much easier to
get what you need here.”
Finances comprise a number
of issues for Robert. He said the
le if they
drugs are free to
$50,000 a year,
make less than
which covers him. Robert sees
his doctor and has a blood test

w it’s

to affect them,” he said.

’s funny is when I tell
I'm close to for the first
time. They go through
this whole
of
upset
and ev—
just dealing with
t that all means to them.

“But for me, I just go about my
day-to-day life. I don’t dwell on
it. There’s no point in it.

every threemonths.Although
he

doesnot have to pay forthem,he
is billed for about $1,000 a year
for blood tests.
“Let's just say that winning
your way to some free medical
care takes a lot of doing,” he
said. “You have tojump through
alotof hoops. Jumping through
those hoops to get the medical
care you need isn’t easy. Even
when you're healthy.”

ARCATA

1700 UNION STREET + ARCATA, CALIFORNIA + 822-0367

The future

Robertno longer
makes plans
too far into the future.
“It’s a lot more fun to go
through life thinking youre going to live to a ripe old
age,” he
said. “That's not caning I

Robert admits that he is “not
all that in touch” with what
younger college students think
about AIDS or how vulnerable

“Stress is bad,” he said. “A

are.
ee guess from what I read
on the bathroom walls,” he said.
“I wish the climate around here
were different and that |
wouldn't have to do this anonymously. But it’s a small school.

Bist thore’s another kind of stress

here. I may get a lot of flack for
that, but anyone who thinks dif-

a time.
He is aware there will be serismall, Robert
County is very
once he
said. Buthe finds the HIV/AIDS - ous changes in his life

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH]
OF

written myself off yet.”
tsrt, is
Like many studenRobe

graduates. A big ane feo
°
iskeeping theim
tion as ence as scsi

certain amount of it is good — a
going.
little tension keeps you

There’s a lot of ignorant people

that comes around that can aggravate an HIV+ condition.
Makes you more susceptible to
cai

ferently should read the bath-

room walls.
“Idon’tknow whatitis people
are scared of. Anybody who
reads this article should know
ad
be sitting next to me
Forum for advice
in
and
thatshouldn’t bother
in
Robert remembers a time
them.
the early ‘80s before anyone had
“This is just my little experiheard of AIDS.
ence.
E
y else's is differto
enough
“I’m glad I'm old
ent.
Ev:
y
approaches it in
remember that,” he said. “I think
it must be strange — especially adifferent way. I’mby no means
for younger gay men who never to be considered how everyone
— or for else deals with it who has it.
knewa time before this
“Everybody needs to know
anyone who isn’t old enough to remember. It wasn’t that long they are valnerable to it, no matter who they are or what their
Robert said that although he sexual preference is. It might
ro safe sex long before he only take once. It’s so eminently
und out he was positive, the preventable and avoidable that
messages about it were not as there’s really no reason for anyone who doesn’t have it to get it.
prevalent then as they are now.
“At that time, we thought it It’s not something you want.
“I didn’t think it could hapwas something older guys get,
~
to me, but it did. It could
people who are a lot more proppen to you too. But it doesn’t
miscuous,” he said. “I felt kind
of not vulnerable to it. But that have to.”

tching things.”
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Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
affordable laser-quality printers.
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Investin
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Apple StyleWriter Il.

Now there’s a faster, easier way to get great-looking papers — at a
price students
can afford . The new, compact Apple*StyléMtiter
“TI printer
delivers laser-quality output while still fitting within your budget And the new

LaserWriter °Select 300 gives you full-fledged laser printing, fortextand
Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm

_ Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm

Phone: 826 - $830
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He said there
isa 2- to4-

year
order to
get leadmaj time inflowi
“We're
that we
will at least double
what

we've done in the past.”
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BY JOHN CHOWN

Campus: behavior needs to change
© Continued from page 3

out should.

in the Sex and You

forward as possible,” he

workshop
the

“You want it to be as coma

in the 90s

and while tabling on
. Frisch asked the com-

mittee yesterday for

tions

on how else to “use
(the
brochures) in the most efficient

said.

The AIDS Policy Committee

has other goals as well. Frisch
said he would like to go beyond
educating

students,

use it

- doesn’t always work, and find
ways to change behavior.
“The basic facts of HIV are
tein said the new browell known on college
camchures are more accurate and
” he said.
specific and the illustrations are
“The real problem is that
more graphic.
le aren't taking the
to
Frisch told the committee
yesrm
themselves
...
pureed
terday that the explicitness of
not know how to get people to
the brochure is it’s strength.
change their behavior.”
“But we run the risk of back-

=

lash,” he said.
“We have to be aware and
honest that it does have an
amount of shock value with it.”

Bernstein

said

offending

le shouldn’t be a concern

t getting correct information

Campus projects
Thecommittee,
and individual
members, have been involved
with several other projects this

year. Child development Professor Nancy Frost co-coordinated

a one-unit
, Sex and
You in the 90’s, with the North
Coast AIDS
NorCAP and
Parenthood were invited to distribute
condoms on the Quad during
National Condom Week in February. Bernstein used that week
to distribute brochures as well.
NorORCAP brought the AIDS
Quilt to HSU two years ago for
the campus and community to
observe. And, the campus recWorld AIDS Day Dec. 1
for the first time last year by
having
guest speakers.
100 professors are required to include an AIDS education component into the curriculum, which can range from
showinga
video to inviting guest
lecturers. Bernstein has lectured
in various classes as a volunteer
health
educator
through

NorCAP.
“We (HSU) are very lucky
we're able to work so closely
with NorCAP,” he said.
In the future Bernstein said he
would like to see HSU offer semester-long classes on HIV and
AIDS education.
Webb also said he would like
to see HSU introducing more
AIDS education into

cur-

riculum.
“The best way to do that is to
vide information to faculty,”
said.
Bernstein said he would also
like to see attitudes and priorities change.
“We have to move beyond
looking at it as an us-and-them

disease,” Bernstein said. “Tt’snot
the category you’re in that
makes you at risk — it’s your
behavior.”

REMEMBER!
There's still time to be a
Write-in canidate!l!!!!!!
As you all know, This
year's A.S. has been very
active. In fact, more resolutions have been passed this
year than in the last two
years combined!

Your student govjernment has passed over
20 resolutions and spent
countless hours supporting

student interests and
watchdogging those organizations

that affect stu-

idents at HSU.
Some of the Resolutions that have been

|passed:

e

HAR

DR

K

OC
From

1) Res. on Reused Paper Policy
2) Res. on A.S. Philosophy
3) Fair Share Initiative

$299.#

further campus fees
Health Center Fee

*eROCKHOPPER
From

$459.#

“STUMPJUMPER
From $809.@

1993 SPELIALIZED. Bicycles Are
Lighter - Faster - Race
Proven

SPETIALIZED.

Cait

tures

4) Res. requesting the Board of
Trustees to Safeguard against

13, a Wie

such

as

5) Res. on Privatization of H.S.U.
fs Rape Awareness Class Initia-

tive
7) A.S. Philosophy Statement on
Censorship.
8) Resolution condemning A.S.'s
of Sac/ Stanislaus/San Bernadino
for leaving CSSA.
9)Res. on 1/2 cent for Education.
10) Res. on After Dark Parking.
11) Res. opposing 1993-1994
CSU fee hike.

"The A.S. works for you

to get the job done!"
This advertisement
has been funded by the
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COMMUNITYmn
By Gini Berquist
UUMBERJACK STAFF _

The majority of Humboldt County
may not receive funding from the state
for AIDS education and prevention for at
least the next three years.
The State Office of AIDS, which allocates $16 million in AIDS prevention and
education funding
r year, announced
ast month many
non-urban counties
would notbe funded
for the next three-

“| year cycle. Those affected are Amador,
Butte, Calaveras, Del

Falk

Norte, Lake, Mendocino,
Modoc,
Placer,
Plumas,
Shasta, Siskiyou,

Solano and Tehama counties.
The office has the same amount of
money as last year.
While the Office of AIDS gave the
Hoopa Valley Tribal Council $75,000, a
t of Humboldt County
total of 98
stands to lose services
North Coast
the m
fro
because it
Project
AIDS
A\|
didn’t received fundTANS,
ing.

“Wewereshockedby

HR@agl

apa 100811

AIDS education and prevention programs were required to send in an application to receive funding.
“The application was basically seven
pages of saying who you are, what the
why you would
is, y
need inthe communit
like to receive funding, who you want to

target, etc.,” said Peggy Falk, director of
the North Coast AIDS Project in Hum-

boldt County.
Falk, who attended the hearing, said
everyone who testified in the hearing
had received a passing score of 70 or
above on a scale of 100, includin
NorCAP. The Office of AIDS testified
however, a passing score was not the
basis for its decision of which programs
received funding and which did not. In
fact, it had funded some applications
that had failed, she said.
The Office of AIDS also testified the
amount of HIV in the community and
program track records were not basic
criteria for its choices of funding.
By the end of the hearing, the subcommittee redirected $1.25 million from the
administrative budget of the Office of
prevention and education funds.
to DS
AI
“These funds can
now be used to restore
funding to programs
which were eliminated
a i}
,
seriously
or

Wellvate

underfunded,” wrote

in a letSen. Thompson
mEMaEneane
[UMpalal
the pro sed allocater to Falk.
as
Cary Frazee
tion,
The subcommittee is
Humboldt
of the
into other opCounty AIDS Task
. One
funding
more
up
free
to
tions
Force. “Time loss is life loss. The longhow
with
dealt
dicussion at the
term effects of cutting off education and
AIDS
-based
for aschool
to find$1 million
prevention in this community could be
on program witheducati
ionand
prevent
devastating.”
out costing the rural counties of NorthThe Senate Budget Subcommittee on
ern California. Using Prop. 99 funds as
Health, Human Services and Labor held
an alternative form of funding may be a
a special hearing March 29 to examine
possibility.
the Wilson adminstration order to cut
Another option would be if all apAIDS funding.
programs were funded at the
proved
The hearing was called by Subcommitrange, more than $900,000
contract
lower
an , D-Vallejo,
Mike Thompson
teé Chairm
would be free to pay for addtional prowho was very critical of the plan.
grams. The Office of AIDS is now going
“There is only one known cure for
through the grievance process.
AIDS — prevention,” he said at the hear“I hope that they take that suggestion
ing. “It only makes sense to spend as
d help alleviate the need for additional
much as we can on prevention and edufunds,” Thompson said.
cation in order to avoid the later costs,
both human and monetary, of full-blown
See AIDS, page 17
AIDS.”

Yy Counties without passing score or that did not apply for funding
,

| Counties with passing score that did not recieve funding

Counties that will be funded

The State Office of AIDS denied AIDS education funding to 13 counties,
including Humboldt, even though these counties received a passing score
of 70 or above on the office’s 100-point scale used in the application

process.

SOURCE:
The State Office ef AIDS

AIDS education suffers

Volunteer programs strong despite loss of funds
By Gini Berquist

TUMBERIACK STAFF

Last year the North Coast AIDS Project provided
for more than 800 people in
educational pr
if it is leftunfunded
Humboldt County at high risk, but
, NorCAP will lose those
by the state Office of

Pees
orCAP serves the majority-of Humboldt County .
Its primary goal is to reduce the transmission of
using educational programs targeted to eet at highor transmitting HIV. These high risk
_ tisk for contracting
groups include homosexual men, intravenous drug
users and women at child-bearing age.
“The problem is that’s (education) the only thing that
can stop AIDS right now,” Director Peggy Falk said.
“We'd all love a cure, but there isn’t one. The only
vaccine we have is education.”

NorCAP will still be able to provide services to people

community
rn y get HV, it's okay if they get sick. it’s bkay
if they die,” Falk said.
NorCAP also Poa many volunteer services to
peoplelivingwi HIV and AIDS in Humboldt County.
These services include a volunteer program which
er emotional support “buddies” to people with
care program
V or AIDS, a respite and es
which supplies volunteers for il and bedridden people,
HIV support groups and support groups for family,
friends and significant others of those with HIV or
AIDS.
NorCAP also has a program in which various professionals from the community such as physical therapists
and attorneys volunteer their services and the organization works to provide HIV/AIDS resources and information to the community.

The volunteer programs could continue even if

The

problem

Is (education

is) the only thing that can
stop AIDS right now ... The
only vaccine we have is
education.”

PEGGY

FALK

director of NorCAP
=e

ee

NorCAP is left unfunded.

As of March 15, there have been 103 reported cases of
AIDS in Humboldt County and there are an estimated

1,000 cases of HIV. There have been 54 deaths from
AIDS.

cr
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Maxxam uses forests to refinance $510 million debt
:

m@ A Hayward congressman has
introduced a bill which would levy a tax
on revenues from

timber used as

collateral in response to the deal.

a

|

The company’s $510 million
debt has been restructured and
will axe Maxxam’s $450 million

In order to take advantage of
timber prices, Maxxam
Inc. submitted
a proposal to the
Securities and Exchange Commission which will save the com-

pany $8 million in yearly inter-

est

payments.

proposal was submitted
earlier this year by the Houston-based company and approved March 13. Maxxam
owns the Pacific Lumber Co. of
Scotia which owns the cutting
rights to 195,000 acres of Northern-California timberland.

junk-bond debt, according to the
Newswire

March 31.

The junk bonds will be replaced by timber-backed bonds
and senior notes.
The deal also transfers owner-

=

of 179,000 acres of redwood

cording to a March 31 PR

Newswire report. The land will

be used as collateral for bonds

issued by Maxxam.
trees hare
Residual old-growt
sted in
harve
not
trees that were
the initial deforestation of virgin forests.
Also part of the deal is the
transfer of ownership of Scotia
Pacific from Maxxam to PL, ac-

cording to published reports.
Mar
Bullwinkel,
assistant man—?
ublic
i
r PL,
said the re-

douglas fir forests from the

structuring

Maxxam-owned PL to the Scotia
Pacific Lumber Co.

deal is similar
to a homeowner
refi-

and

The land is forested with Dou-

glas fir, second-growth and residual old-growth
redwood trees
and contains an estimated three
billion board feet of lumber, ac-

blished reports. High timber

ces will continueto soar make
the bonds a seemingly fail-safe

percent tax on revenues generated from timber used as collateral.
His bill would also impose a

They will pay investors a 7.95

roent taxon revenue
gained

er

and the anticipation that

investment.

reent return on their investnotes
the .
the year 21If15
mentin
are not paid by the due date,
Maxxam must
investors,
stated.

forfeit its land to

the PR

Newswire

Maxxam
issued
also
in
million
$235
senior

notes,

according

to

Standard and
Poor’s March

12 Industry
Surveys.
The

senior

ber-collateralized bonds.

notes
will reach
maturity in the
year 2003 and will gain value at
an interest rate of 10.5 percent.
In response to Maxxam’s restructuring deal, congressional
Rep. Fortney “Pete” Stark, D-

for some investors, according to

the House Ways and Means

nancing

a

home.

But there is a major difference

in that most homeowners aren’t

refinancing their mortgages

with $385 million worth of tim-

The bondsarea
wise purchase

Committee that would levy a75-

Hayward, introduced a bill to

from the harvest of redwoods
old or older.
150
Stark's bill delayed the issuance of the bonds by one day
while analysts determined how

the bill would affect sales.
The bill has not received sup-

- in the House Ways and
leans Committee or backing
from Humboldt County Rep.
Dan Hamburg, D-Ukiah, the
Thompson Publishing Corp. reported
March 29.
Stark's perception of PL’s harvest plans is they are based on a
need to pay back investors. He
said they are not based on sound
timber-harvesting

practices,

Thompson’s reported.

Editor's note: This is the first in a
series of articles which will
discuss modern forestry issues in
Northern California.

Whether it’s cool and blue or red hot, jazz sounds
better on Digital Cable Radio. It's uninterrupted.
In flawless digital sound. Along with 17 other
music channels. Directly from their cable into your
stereo system. And it costs less than what you'd pay for
a single CD. Dig it.

CASE

RADIO

Free Digital —
Cable Radio
Installation
443-3127
Offer good in wired, servicable areas only with either Non Video Drop Service
or Expanded Basic Service.
Other restrictions may apply. ,
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Clinton says timber plan will protect jobs
effort to break the stalemate between log-

@ The president gives his cabinet two months to
come up with an old-growth forest management
plan after hearing environmentalists and timber

gers and environmentalists.

The conflict was prompted by court
rulings forbidding logging on land which
8 assessment
provides nesting grounds for endangered
Dixon said he expected the Clinton
species such as the spotted owl and the
$
ooiry wo wae
marbled murrelet.
e
h
to
licy
Althoughcourts have
teAber industry
“
allowed logging tocomshift its economic
Too many
plete current contracts,
ied ig
eee
being
are
people
many of those are running out. Spokesmen at

industry supporters explain what's at stake,
By David Courtland

SPORTS EDITOR

President Clinton gave his cabinet a
60-day deadline todevelopanold-growth
forest policy after convening a one-day
“timber summit” in Portland April 2.
eee
ee
experts on both sides of the dispute between environmentalists and the timber
industry, Clinton indicated the plan
would attempt to protect jobs and
old-growth forests.
Cabinet deadiine set
“Too many people are being hurt. Too
many resources are being threatened,”
Clinton said in closing remarks according to transcripts of the conference. “I

talk about forest-wide eco-system management,” Dixon said. “Iremember a few
years ago, that idea was pooh-poohed.”

will direct the cabinet to report back to
me within 60 days (with) a plan to end
this stalemate.”
‘Laying out broad guidelines for the
policy, Clinton said it must allow timber
sales where the forest can be protected
while offering “new economic
opportu-

hurt. Too many

the conference said
without new contracts

of 135,000 logging
are in danger of

But Clinton’s response to reporters’
uestions after the conference s
t an overhaulof the Endangered Species Act and other environmental statutes would not be included in the plan.
“This will be the toughest test of
whether we can make the present law
work ... I’d like to be given a chance to
make the law work,”
Clinton said.
The conference fulfilled a campaign

lost.
Humboldt

jobs
being

threatened.”

County

represented

. -

the

that a great deal of

what's left (of old-

PRESIDENT CLINTON

Board of Supervisorsat
the conference, said he
thought logging representatives acted

more willing to cooperate with environmentalists in forest management.
“I think there was more willingness to

promise to hold a “timber summit” in an

“My own assess-

ment is that the administration will
move towards a
moratorium and

being

Supervisor Stan Dixon,
who

trees.

resources are

as many as 30,000 out

nities” where logging cannot be allowed.

second-growth

growth forest) will
be
preserved,”
Dixon said. “But in the short-term they’ll
allow an increased cut until they provide
astimulus forimpacted workers and communities that are dependent.”

State Democratic boss condemns Republican mailer
Fulkerson and Stan Dixon.
The mailer quoted remarks

By David Courtland

by former State

Sen. Barry Keene and Assemblyman

SPORTSEDITOR

‘Republican State Senate candidate Margie
Handley was accused of mailing deceptive campaign material to voters by California Democratic Party Chairman Bill Press at a news
conference in Eureka Thursday.
Press condemned a.Handley campaign mailer

D-Arcata,

which

Thompson’s commitment

“mi
=|

seat.

(Getting

Hauser,’

qeoomes

to voters in the

Separate

“I say to the voters of the 2nd District, don’t

don’t believe the one after that,” Press said,
flanked by a coalition of Humboldt County elected
officials and activists that included Arcata City
Councilmember Lynne Canning and supervisors Julie

Dan

area he

x. The remarks were madé in

Thporting Handle instead of State Sen. Mike
ompson, D-Vallejo, her Democratic opponent in
the April 27 run-off election for the 2nd District
believe this mailer, don’t believe the next one and

seemingly

now represents, the 4th Senate District. Handley
and Thompson are running for
the seat vacated by Keene in
January.

which implied prominent Democrats were sup-

Senate

ment distributed

a

Margie Handley

#7

his current job as
zation, repudiated

interviews

to

given

the Sonoma Press-Democrat
and the Eureka Times-Standard
in December shortly after Thompson declared his candidacy.

at the news conference.

“This is the kind of tactic that gives politics a
bad name,” Press said. “No wonder the public is
turned off.”
Press said he felt the mailer was an attempt to

draw voters’ attention from Handley’s record on

issues such as the environment.
“When candidates can’t defend their own record,
they attack,” he ‘said. “This is an attémpt to draw
attention from: het anti-enVironmental record.”
in MgKinleyville,
At a Jan: 28 press conference
.conferes

_

Haviiey GNecaats moratoriunt on new Board of 7

Forestry regulations, saying, “It’s important that we
protect the environment, but we also have to consider
the economic impacts.”
percent of the votes in a
Thompson drew 49
Hauser has since endorsed Th- former seat, falling
Keene’s
for
March 2 primary
ompson.
just short of the majority needed to avoid the runeene, who cannot legally
endorse a candidate because of off. Handley finished second with 39 percent.
Handley could not be reached for comment at
president of a lobbying organipress
time.
the mailer in a written state-

|
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City expects demonstration
in wake of Rodney King case
was well attended and gave

verdict in the civil rights trial.

possibility of another event.”

of forum that might occur after the jury's
By Frank Mina

FeatWUuring Original Comic Art » Comic Books »
ain]

Trading Cards ¢ Collecting Supplies

JACOBY STOREHOUSE - On the Plaza - Downtown Arcata

|

With the verdict of the Rodney
King civil rights trial looming in
the near future, campusand city
police are taking actions to be
prepared for any type of demonstration should the need arise.
HSU’s acting director of pub- lic safety, Jim Hulsebus, held a

meeting Monday in an attempt

Police Chief Mel Brown.
“We were trying to find out if
there is anything we could do to
settle

Hulsebus said. “We think there

will be some kind of action (concerning the verdict) ... and we
need to keep an avenue that
(students’)

needs.”
The five members of the meeting came up with ideas such as

cused of violating King’s civil

of action...andneedtoke‘ epan

signed

) needs.
ina

acting

dl

JIM aa

rally and sentto

The meeting came on thethird

day of jury deliberation of the

occur after the verdict is han ed

accuses four Los Angeles Police
Rodney King’scivilrightswhen

the officers allegedly

beat King

on Mar
way
chase
after a high
3, 1991.

idea of having the televi-

sion in the Depot tuned to the

news instead of MTV to keep

studentsup to date on the daily

events of the trial and the decision of the jury was also dis-

Humphreys,

with the verdict as comfortable

roftne

Police Department

00 =

otherwise.”

toe

arrangements

ups
ee

to notify

made

who might be using

the

to hold an event if the

need arise. They may have to
cancel their events to allow the

Quad to be used for a “forum to
have people speak and express

thinking of ways to make those —_ themselves.”
whomighthaveany differences _ The first trial began March 2

as possible.
Arcata

Chief Brown said, “Last year we

_last year in Ventura County af-

ter the California Court of Apls ordered a change

cas on July 23, 1991. -

of ven-

2

wey

<i

et

HSU FOOTBALL & BASKETBALL

|

Cultural Roundtable,and Arcata

tainly be well attended and well

Hulsebus said there will be

peaceful demonstration.

cussed.
— Hulsebus said the group was_

cuunaahaeaen bod

injusticesin the

United States.
“If all things proceed as last
year,” Brown said, “it will cer-

behaved and there is no reason

Hulsebus brought together
sociologyjuniotanaKaufman,

Director of Student Affairs and
Development Rees
ee

deal with racial

downand having the Plazaopen

federal civil rights case, which —_ for

Department officers of violating

Gae

director of public safety

making the Quad available for
of forum that might
any type

also

at the

President Bush.
The letters demanded Bush

"

’

se

Philip

were

avenue that would best suit

might have
evances about the outcome
of the Rodney King case.

Hughes,

ie Letvers

We think there willi be some kind

(students
'

ac-

officers

Arcata police, Univer-

munity i

| Lumberjack

suit

year there’s a

Last year Ilana Kaufman and
Youth Education Services obtained a permit from the city to
organize a demonstration on the
Plaza.
“(Permits) give the city a
chance to prepare for services
thatneedtobe provided,” Brown
said.
Nearly 1,000 demonstrators
assembled on the Plaza on May
1, 1992 in a peaceful protest of
the acquittal of the four LAPD

“

rk. hs

campuscom-
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of communication open

artment
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unrest,”

undue

any

ple a chance to vent their

to keep lines

sity Police
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had a peaceful demonstration. It

w The Quad will be available for any type
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Kirkpatrick represents HSU,
state in Washington conference
@ Members of the United States Student
Association discussed legislation which
students say is vital to the educational
and physical well-being of universities.
only be used to augment or
complement existing aid pro-

By David Link
U

K

F

ams.”

The United States Student
Association held its 24th legislative conference in Washington
and the only representative of
the California State Student Association present was HSU’s
CSSA

—

Jason

Kirkpatrick.
Students from across the nation met March 19 to 22 to discuss p:
legislation concerning higher education and to
listen to legislative hearings.
Kirkpatrick said President
Clinton’s National Service proand the Violence Against
omen
Act were two of the main
pieces of legislation discussed at
the conference,
as well as discussion about more funding for Pell
Grants.
The Pell Grant is federal aid
which provides money to eligible students for education and
according to USSA documents,
“The maximum Pell Grant must
be $3,700 if it is to provide realistic assistance to students who
qualify for a Pell award.”
Pell Grants funded
Kirkpatrick said Clinton has
included $1.9 billion for Pell
Grants in his economic stimulus
ckage toeliminate the $1.4 bilion deficit in the program.
“The Bushand Reagan administrations
had
always
underfunded Pell Grant, but
Clinton’s budget doesn’t,”
Kirkpatrick said. “Some real concerns that USSA had were that
any funding going to the National Service program mightbe
taken away from

Pell Grant, but

we were assured that it would

The National Service program
Clinton has proposed would allow students to pay off their
loans by doing either two years
of community service or by giving a percentage of their income
over time.

The USSA recommended
members of Congress support
the president’s proposed spending levels on National Service,
which is $15 million as part of
the economic stimulus package
and $7.5 billion over the next
four years.
However, Kirkpatrick is not
as ee
about the plan.
“Everything sounds great
about what they want todo with
it except the funding,” he said.
“There is only enough funding
for 100,000 students at its height
in 1997, which is only 2 percent
of the four million college students in the poe 3 100,000
(students) will hardly make a

difference. We're trying to push
for more, but they say in the
midst of a recession it’s not going to happen.”
Another piece of legislation
discussed was the Violence
Against Women Act, introduced
by Sens. Joseph Biden, D-Del.,

biased crime;and provides funding for the education of state
and federal judges about violence against women.”
The TissA also says the bill
“includes a new campus safety
section requiring the attorney
general to study the scope of the
problem of campus sexual assaults and the effectiveness of
campus policiesand actions safeguarding students and survivors.”

“I met with Dan Hamburg,
and one of his aides said he
thought the Violence Against
Women Act should pass soon,”
Kirkpatrick said. “As of the time
of the conference, it had 55 senators signing on, and it’s only
three weeks old, so that’s really

fast for a federal bureaucracy.”

Student issues discussed
Students attending the conference also discussed educational funding for 1993, reforming student loans,

minority

scholarships and student tax issues.
Kirkpatrick said another positive aspect of theconference was
meeting with students from
California’s junior and community colleges, who don’t have an

official voice.
“Cal State has the CSSA and
the (Universityof California) has

the UCSA, but the 107 junior
and community colleges in the
state don’t

have a

lobbying

group, so it was good to have
the opportunity to talk with
these students,” Kirkpatrick
said. “We had twomeetingswith

and Barbara Boxer, D-Calif.
According to USSA documents,
the bill hopesto “improve
safety of women in the streets,
inthe homesand on college campuses. This bill provides funding for better law enforcement,
prosecution and data collection
regarding violence against

just people from California, and

women; more than triples funding for battered women shelters; creates a new civil rights

because I got to network with

remedy for victims of gender-

we discussed having a statewide

student conference sometime in
the next month, with the UC,
CSU and thejunior and community colleges.”
Kirkpatrick said the trip was
worthwhile, “not only because I

got to listen to the hearings, but

other students and look at the
issues the other state student
associations are working on.”
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than 35 million Americans lived

in poverty in 1991.

velop individual education

Women rally for

plans based on their interests

right to feel safe

“Take Back the Night,” a rally

and march to commemorate
eto feel
womenand theirs

“it was consistently the

BACKPACKER MAGAZINE
June 1991

24.

to speak on KHSU
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said...experience the best today.

Guaranteed To Keep You Dry *

1563 G Street - Northtown Arcata - 826-0851

Workaholics,
night owls,
insommiacs.
Welcome:
We have extended our store hours to MIDNIGHT,

Sunday through Thursday, and just to make sure

that you will want to take advantage of these new
late night hours, we are bringing back our famous
HAPPY HOUR discounts!
HAPPY HOUR SPECIALS
(7pm to midnight - Sunday through Thursday)

low at dusk.
For more infomation call the
Women’s Center, 826-4216, or

Session teaches job
access rights

Subway program
fights hunger

the Rape Crisis Team, 443-2737.

Council considers

land-use fee change
The Arcata City Council will

hold a public hearing to consider propsed changes in fees

charged for processing various

planning, zoning and other landuse applications.
If approved by the council
changes in the fee schedule will
take place July 1.
the proInformation regarding

Humboldt and Del Norte

county residents can receivea

free six-inch sandwich Sunday as part of Subway’s Food
for Food ’93 program.
The sandwich shops will be
collecting canned foods for the
Salvation Army as part of an
ongoing community service

program. The event will take
place

in

communities

throughout the United States
and Canada.
Residents who bring a
canned good to the store between 3 and 4:32 p.m. will
receive a free sandwich.
The length of the food drive,
92 minutes, is set to coincide
with its county radio station

partner, KRED Q 92.
According to statistics from
‘the U.S. Census Bureau, more

posed fees is available in the
city’s Community Development
Department.

e hearing will be held in the
Council Chambers in City Hall

at 7:30 p.m.

Conference teaches
student motivation
A video conference on juve-

nile and adult literacy will be
held Thursday at the Humboldt
County Office of Education.

The Humboldt Literacy
Project is sponsoring the proram titled “Motivating

via satellite to invited audiences

DOUG
VANDERPOOL
& THE SWAMI
SOFSOUL

the copy center
Open
7 Days
(ean

1618 G St. - Arcata 822-8712
rr at Te ea
58
Ae

An
Americans
With
Disabilties Act training session will be held Friday.
The program, which is
sponsored by the Humboldt
Access Project, will educate
people with disabilities about
their access rights regarding
employment and private
businesses and what can be
done to enforce compliance
with the act.
The session will begin at
9:30 a.m. and lunch will be
provided. Pre-registration is
required. For more information call 445-8404.

Smoking may have
caused dunes fire
A - of cigarettes and
matches were
found at the
site of a fire in Manila yesterday afternoon. About two
acres of land burned on the
dunes near Samoa Boulevard
and Lupin Drive.
“This is one of the reasons
we have been fighting for the
preservation of the dunes,”
property owner
Stamp said.

Charles

The Board of Supervisors
has been hearing debate
about the use of off-highway
vehicles on the dunes.

TIMe(-@®

MUSIC SCHEDULE
FRIDAY 9-12:30

Your

udents toSucceed and
Become
Lifelong Learners.” The conference is a live, closed-circuit television program to be delivered

HUMBOLDT BREWERY

RLS

Tackle Shop & Guide Service

SATURDAY 9-12:30
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STONE CRAZY

WILD OATS

ROCK, BLUES, FUNK

BLUEGRASS

D 50¢ laser prints
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an

A candlelight march will fol-

D 5¢ copies on self-serve copiers

DB $5.00 an hour on Macintosh rentals

art and

etry, =

rt in KHSU’s Tuesday
ight Talk next week.
Listeners a have oo oF
rtunity to call in and spe
rvith Margie Handley, RWillits, from 8 to 8:30 p.m.
Sen. Mike Thompson, DVallejo, will be on the proam 8:30 to 9 followed by
il Baldwin, Ind.-Ukiah, at
9.
by the
ted n
wi
, nomina
Bald
party,
om
Freed
and
Peace
willalso speak tonight at 7 in
room 27 of the art building

tion.

open

gazebo area in Old Town Eureka at 6 p.m. with music, po-

trict State Senate seat will take

and learning style.
The program will also feature presentations on the purchase and use of computers
and software as motivating
tools to complement instrucThe program will be held
from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and
ationis
$15 for students
and $35 for non-students.
For more information call
Lilian Craigie at 826-9265.

n at the

The event will

Disthe 2nd s
for ate
Candid

enough

held April

safe at night, will be

Senate candidates

at sites across the nation.
It will discuss techniques to
motivate students and de-
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CHRIS CRAM
& THE CRAM
BROS.

CHRIS CRAM
& THE CRAM
BROS.

R&R FROM et

R&R FROM L.A.

Corer
of 8th & J St.s

Arcata (behind
the Co-op)

822-3331
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Saxy quartet
Amy Denio, above, of the Billy Tipton Memorial Saxophone Quartetycut loose on her alto for a
capacity audience at the Jambalaya Monday. Marjorie de Muynck, left, an original member of
the Washington-based group played tenor and soprano. Tipton died several years ago after a
jazz career in which she posed as aman to gain acceptance by her male peers. The quartet played

a blend of rock, fund and kiezmer which included a Carpenters and Led Zeppelin mediey.

Barbara Marino,

who played baritone, said the group plays in the subways as a break from

regular shows.

AIDS: Education funds cut
page 11
ued
from
¢ Contin
Programs will probably not
know whether they will receive
funding or not until May 6when
Office of AIDS goes back to
the
The budget
the subcommittee.

the bud-

still has to go thr

get committee and the full Senis effective July
ate. Final funding

peor in rural Northern Cali-

year.
ing
of the fiscal
1,the beginn
While some money was set
aside, representatives from rural Northern California felt the

ia

were as importantas

any-

Sidelines Sports Bar

“The
body else’s lives,” Falk said.
re
issueat hand is... the factthey’
(funds) being redirected out of

battle was not won yet.

J

Northern California. Our concerns now are to make sure ...

“We could just express our
concerns in terms that we had
good programs, they were effective, we had built strong infrastructures and that the lives of

there’s a better understanding
of rural counties ... so this

doesn’t happen again.”
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Arcata bookstores offer wide selection at low cost
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various books..
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treatment/ Drugs slow HIV, extend life
S
AID
@ Medical researchers have made progress in
treating the illnesses AIDS patients come down
with, but a cure for the virus itself seems distant.
[eons

fools it into

Though
the virus which causes AIDSis

preventing
aid Casting the Infections
which characterize the s
‘
trea

cell and
of the host
more HIVs.

burst from the
The new virus
cell, which breaks down and dies.

Opportunistic infections

When the number of helper T-cells gets
the immune system is unlow
diseases that othd
to
able
hold. These
take
erwise would rarely
“opportunistic infections,” low T-cell

countand HIV infection provide the clini-

Deadly virus

preventable disease and a treatable disease” that can be treated with aninhaled

susceptible toa skin cancer called Kaposi's
like a bruise or
sarcoma. This

Less ex-

medication called

cal definition of AIDS.
AIDS — acquired immune deficiency
It can take as little as six months or
syndrome — is caused by the human
for someone infected
immunodeficiency virus.
more than 10
with HIV to develop AIDS.
Other diseases caused by viruses inthe imLeer said it’s difficult to assess
clude rabies, esa herpes, and the
of
stages
late
the
until
treatment
common cold.
canreproduceonly
pact of
resystems
immune
AIDS when “their
by taking over host cells.
ally break down.”
HIV is deadly because it preys on two
sms that take ad vantageof that
types of white blood cells central to the
body’s defenses, monocytes/macrophbreakdown include protozoa, viruses,
bacteria and fungi.
ages from the bone marrow and “helper
“That's the one thing we've gotten betT-cells” from the lymphatic tissues.
ter and better at treating,” Leer said.
It consists of RNA genetic material and
The most common opportunistic inan enzym e called reverse transcriptase, '
encapsulated in proteins. The enzyme
fection, and once the major cause of death
in AIDS patients, is pneumocystis carinii
translates RNA genetic code into DNA,

infections, AIDS victims are

blood blister, often in the mouth. It can

3 are more effec- also affect lymph nodes and internal organs.
and pre-

pensive oral
at treating
tive

t, he

venting the
said.
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radiation therapy

effecdrugs. Al
a
V6 die
health nursing in Humtive in treating the canmamelaucel
SVS
[UR
boldt County, said the
also atthe drugs
cer,
O!
CONDITI
anyone
pentamidine inhalation
weakalready
oe
pee ee! er
system.
ened immune
in EuJosephs H
highly experimental, is
still
,
Interferon
dees
reka.
MediCal pays most of the cost. The also used against the cancer. Produced
also offers the naturally by animal cells in response to
Public Health Department
invasion by viruses, interferon is made in
oral antibiotics.
Another deadly lung ailment, large quantities by injecting interferoneriumavium complex, is more dif- producing DNA into bacteria, forcing
them to reproduce it.
ficult to treat. MAC is resistant to the
Administered by injection, it boosts the
usual treatments for bacterial infection.
Rifabutin, approved in December by the immune system and interferes with virus
uction. It costs around $2,000 per
Food and Drug Administration for preof treatment. It’s had a positive
month
clinical
in
vention of MAC, was found
effect
in
roughly 30 percent of Kaposi’s
percent effective.
trials to be 65
Patients with a fungal brain infection sarcoma cases, but causes strong flu-like
called cryptococcal meningitis were first
treated with nauseatingly high doses of
See Treatments, page 22
intraveneous amphotericin B. Now the

Life cycle of the AIDS virus

AIDS vaccine
a possibility
By Andrew Hessel
TUMBERJACK STAFF

Human immunodeficiency virus
‘1 The virus is composed of RNA surrounded by a core of protein

Hope for a vaccine has waxed
and waned since the discovery of
HIV.
There have been two major
hurdles, according to a paper by
Flossie Wong-Staal of the medical
department at UC San Diego: lack
ofan appropriate animal for testing
and the many strains of the virus.
Progress has been made in both
areas.
The only animals other than humans that can be infected with HIV1 (the prevalent
form) are
chimpanzees and apes. However, they don’t
get AIDS when infected,
and they’re
endangered species.
West African macaques are more
promising. They're susceptible to
AIDS from HIV strains which cause
the disease in humans and are not
on the endangered species list.
As other viruses have been defeated through vaccination, itis reasoned that an HIV vaccine is possible.
However, with retroviruses —
those containing RNA instead of
DNA — such as HIV, killed virus
cells don’t work well as vaccines.
Researchers
are focusing insteadon
aes
combinationsin
virus’ “skin.” Antibodies to one
such combination have been shown
to block the infectivity of many different strains of the virus.
This
s the possibility of mixing a cocktail of antibodies broadly

a protein
in sed
and an enzyme called reverse transcriptase enclo
envelope. Receptors on the T-cell allow the virus to enter.

Helper T-cell
7. eee
© © ene «

The T-cell (a white blood
Cell) fights invaders.

The T-cel is fooled into

replicating
the core and envelope f
that make up the new HiVs.

moe

ive against HIV.
NAN ROBERTS
/ THE LUMBERJACK
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Speaker presents theory
By J.

The saucepan in your refrigerator may not be the only repository of dark matter in the
universe
and — gasp— not one
of there Bald be larger reposi i

tories in the voids between gal-

axies, in black holes or neutron
stars or in MACHOS, massive
compact
halo objects like brown
dwarf stars or Jupiter-sized planets.

Or they may be
contained in heavy
neutrinos,
light
ymmetric

matter sheds light on Big Bang

galaxy, according
to Wallace

and Karen Tucker in their 1988
book “The Dark Matter.”
A staron the outside
arm of a

iral galaxy should rotate more
wly than one near the center,
because the massis concentrated
near the center, Grant said.
Yet observations show stars

on the outer edges of galaxies
rotate as fast as ones at the center. The observable
matter in the

galaxies is not massive enough

stop expanding and eventuall

cool, a scenario astronomers

the Big Chill. If eee densi
ques shovetha "a
density.”

»

duced

A beautifulday in the
-

Meraliann Grant,

’ an HSU physical science senior,
prejo ee
Saueleed.
evidence on the existence of dark mat-

ter Monday in one of
a series of student

seminars sponsored
by the physics det.

Dark matter is the
most
tantalizing
problem facing modern cosmologists. If .
its existence can be
confirmed, it may
revolutionize astronomy and
physics; if not, it may signal that
current theories about the
universe’s genesis are com-

pletely wrong.
Physicists now generally believe space and the human concept of time began approximately 15 billion years ago in an
explosive phenomenon called

the Big Bang. Stars, galaxies and

other objects were created as the
universe cooled during the first
billion or so years after the Big

Much evidence has been
fortinhsupport of the
brought
hg dy but atiaien of some
of the largest objects is inconsistent with gravitation, the
universe's long-range force.
Anillustration of the problem
lies in the way galaxies, clusters
are shaped. If
of stars,ns
of billio
gravcurrent understanding of
of
ity is correct, the strength
gravitational force is proportional to the amount of mass in

to hold these stars in orbit, she
said.
This creates rth ai. pes

gravcurrent understanding of
undetecity is wrong, or there is
ted matter within galaxies. Most
physicists are reluctant to dispose of current gravitational
theory.
Since this phenomenon
can be
observed in galacticclusters and
superclusters, someastronomers
there is a huge amount
pro
of dark matter — as much as 99
t of all matte— rin the
universe, and it may cause the
universe to contract, once the
rate of expansion slows enough.
That the universe is expanding is not in doubt. The furthest
observable objects in the universe are moving away from the
Milky Way, Earth’s home galaxy, at a steady rate. The reces-

motion is called,and
,as
this
sion

its rate were calculated
by American astronomer Edwin Hubble
in the 1920s.

Lumberjack

s

giant

Hi

contraction

The farther away

from the center of the loaf,

the faster the raisins move away from each
other. In the bread, this is caused by the heat
of cooking; in the universe, by the energy
generated
in the Big Bang.
SOURCE: The Shadows of Creation, by
Michael Riordan and David Schramm
J. WATERS/THE LUMBERJACK

planets like Jupiter.

Quality Bulk
Spices & Teas

also featuring:
eCandles & Incense
eNatural

conttee

°
ca
® Baskets
eS
eEssential olls & Perfumes
eGift ideas
(between 10th &1 1th)

sil

cal

OTe nurponie dark atier,
madeof lighter particles like electrons or neutrinos, might take
one of two forms: hot or cold,
according to Grant. Hot, nonbaryonic dark matter would be
moving quickly (at the speed of
es began to
light) when
form and might existin the form
neutrino.
of a highly
Cold non-baryonic dark matter, moving at slower speeds
to form,
ies
when
neuheavy
of
composed
be
might
proa
of
trinos (twice the mass
ton) or one of two theoretical
particles: light- supersymmetric
cles or axions.
Observation or experiment
may one day confirm the existence of dark matter. Or new laws
of physics may emerge to explain anomalies. Whatever the
case, the search opens doors to
the smallest and largest reaches
of the universe.

1068 | Street, Arcata e 822-5296

\

The raisin bread model of the universe: Galaxies within the
from humanity at a rate proportional to
universe are
their distance from the Milky
Way.

called the Big Crunch.
Grant showed that
observable matter —
contained
in stars, planets, gas cloudsand
other
' objects — is not sufficient to bring the universe to critical density.
She
ted several
forms and places in
which dark matter
might be found: baryonic dark matter, made
of heavy particles like
tons and neutrons,
might be found in gas
or dust clouds between
galaxies; in black holes
or neutron stars, collapsed stars with incredible densities; or
massive compact halo
objects like brown dwarf stars or

The

is
recycled
and
recyclable

Hubble’s constant: the galactic speed limit

there is enough matter
to force a gravity-in-

ekes or aacsshad
cles like axions.

ro

Whether the universe will begin to contract depends on its
xiaverage density, now
hundred
a
or
’,
10°'g/cm
mately
billionths of a trillionth of a trillionth of a gram per cubic centimeter, Grant said.
If the average density reaches
5x10 g/cm’, the universe will

Monday-Saturday 10-6 e« Sunday 11-5

SCREENPRINTING
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822-6838
Sunny Brae Center

Arcata
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wary anion
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Treatments: Drugs slow HIV reproduction

DISCOVER

© Continued from page 19
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Leer said it makes sense to hit
the virus hard early, before it
reaches the lymph nodes and
starts spreading rapidly.
So far, the only effective drugs
inhibit the transcription of
RNA
toDNA. The most common drug
in HIV treatment is AZT. It cuts
short the building of DNA so
the virus can’t write the “pro” it uses to take over the
ost cell.
AZT and otheranti-HIV treatments share some limitations.
For one, they’re highly toxic.
Patients may suffer anemia,
rashes, severe muscle pain and
inflammation, nausea, insomnia
and headaches.
- Furthermore,some mutations

of HIV can resist them, and the

have no
e effecton
cells already infected with viral
DNA — alth
they can interfere with healthy cells’ RNA
transcription.

And if treatments
are discontinued, the virus multiplies just
as fast as ever.
Two other commonly used
drugs, ddI and ddC, are similar
to AZT. Those who react
to it or have
a very lowT
countare put
on ddI or a combination of AZT and ddC.
“There is confusing data coming in, and there’s no way to tell
which
is the best first or second
drug,” Leer said.
YungChow, a medical
student OS coaciecahe General Hospital, reported in Feb-

Hy

Wy

M..

ss

REGGAE

a
On the

Plaza in Jacoty's Storehouse

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS

effectiveness. Worse, two patients became comatose and one

-ddl with a third agent — either
pyridinone or nevirapine, two

died, according to reports comother reverse transcriptase inhibitors — kept the virus from _ piled by the American Foundation for AIDS Research.
reproducing in a test tube.

ive than
edge,” said Leer,althougheven _ pears to be more e
effecless
is
but
,
ifcombination therapy worksit _ its predecessors
amounts to no more than “birth
control” for the virus and not a

tive in combination with other

antivirals. It also works by keepits
cure for AIDS. It will slow the _ ing the virus from completing
DNA chain.
spread of the virus, but the perLeer recently put two patients
d.
infecte
son will still be
on D4T. Within two weeks they
pee 5 having “night sweats”
Financing treatment
andshowed modest weight gain.
Christian said the Public
“| didn’tsee thateverwith AZT
Health Department offers 13
ddl,” he said.
or
AIDS.
drugs for treatment of
the other hand, three of his
On
ne Gee eee
Ta ree
is $180 to $200 per month, patients taking no drugs also aption
pear to be improving.

up
ORGwit iw

when
people are on several medica”
she said.
tions,

sone

New techno!

However, pharmaceuticals | researchers 8
.o

cal

t

a
patients earning

er $28,000 per year that pro-

vides free medication, sponsored by the state.
Researchers continue to ext with new
:
One exotic contender is
trichosanthin, a
from a
Chinese root. In the test tube, it
initially suppresses viral reproduction and ultimately kills
HIV-infected monocytes /macrophages.

SPRING

FEST

ANDREW TOSH
AND THE TOSH BAND

rus for study. The

Beer

Domestic

Imported

Beer

RANKIN

$18 General / $14 HSU Student

Dance space will be available:

or

enablee researchers to experi-

ment with three-dimensional
models of molecules and test potential treatments.
“You'd like to have a silver

bullet that could kill irifected cells

andignore
the others,” Leer said..
Computer modelling might
someday allow scientists to invent just such a silver bullet.
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All ages welcome
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Kate Buchanan Room

In conjunction with this performance, there

will be a series of films, forums and other
activities dealing with AIDS issues,
call 826-4444

° $1.25
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The six characters portrayed by Kearns
in this powerful solo performance cross
boundaries of race, age and gender to
speak on behalf of people with AIDS
whose voices would otherwise not be
heard.

e 75c
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chain reaction” processis used to
duplicate a geneticsample many
times, until there is enough to
detect individual genes.
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AIDS, prejudice, fear and hope:
‘intimacies’ a mosaic for the ‘90s
By Katherine Longshore

hosays youonly have
one life to live?
Michael Kearns,
a Los
Angeles actor, enters and lives
the lives of six very different
AIDS-infected characters in his
one-man

show,

“intimacies,”

which will play in the Kate
Buchanan room Friday and Sat-

AIDS.
Kearns. suggests people like
his characters are victims of
prejudice not only because they
are HIV-positive, but because of
race, sexual orientation and
lifestyle.
“the show is) not about HIV

and AIDS, it’s about bigotry and
prejudice,” Kearnssaid. “(These .
characters) were marginalized
before they got AIDS.”
“These char-

urday.

acters aren’t
you
people

The title is
symbolically
lower-case,
Kearns said
in a_ tele-

phone inter-

view from
his Glendale,
Calif. home.

My

iy
laTa.
ae

B

ies

A GLOBAL
eS

“It’s like a whisper; it’s quiet,

it’s intimate,” he said. “It’s like

eavesdropping. You have to listen.”
Kearns, an actor infected with

HIV, wants people to listen to
the stories he has to tell.
The stories include that of an
female
African-American
hooker, a hemophiliac and a

young, gay and deaf man.
The characters
he portrays are

not mainstream characters. One
of the reasons Kearns created

the show was to present alternatives to the white, male homosexual characters which domi-

nate the media’s depiction of

want to dishe
miss,”
added. “You

a

tan

them to
to take
you
but
lunch,
ignore
can’t

them.”
In order to understand and

become thesecharacters, Kearns
himself had to “let go of things
separating

me from them.”

earns hopes his portrayal of
these characters will help his
audiences do the same. He also
hopes

Michae! Kearns explores the lives of six AIDS-infected character

Ps
s in his show, ‘intimacies.’

the audience will realize

“what humanistically makes us
all alike.”
“You don’t look at (the char-

acters) in the same superior
way,” he said. “I want to make
connecting with people whoare
different easier.
Kearns got the ideas for his
characters in “intimacies” (and

another show titled‘“more intimacies”) from newspaper stories, photographs, friends and
tions from his audiences.
He then let the characters formulate in his mind.
“It’ssomething thatenters my
subconscious and forces its way

out,” he said.
Kearns did some research for
some of the characters, such as
the hemophiliac, in order to be

tion.

Kearns, 43, wanted to be an

completely accurate in his por-

actor from the time he was 8
years old. He said most actors
don’t realize they want to act at

represent an already poorly represented portion of the popula-

See Kearns, page 24

trayal. He didn’t want to mis-

that age, and the people who do

‘Hot, Sexy and Safer’
Comedian’s message as humorous as it is urgent
By Marylyn Paik-Nicely
CUMBERJACK STAFF

ctress, producer, direc-

tor

and

comedian

Suzi Landolphiisbring-

ing her outrageous approach to
safer sex education
awareness

and

to Goodwin

AIDS
Forum

Sunday.
Landolphi, an advocate

for

people with HIV and AIDSsince

1982, takes her show, “ Hot, Sexy

and Safer,” coast to coast, visiting about 130 college campuses

per year. She combines humor,
music, compassion, education
and audience participation toget
people to feel, question and observe their own behavior and
attitudes about sex and AIDS.
Besides the use of condoms,
Landolphi’s prescription for safe
sex includes developing honesty, communication and trust

in relationships — not rushing
towards
intercourse—and
breaking through sexual stereotypes and myths, according to
an article in The New York
Times.

ee

.

In her hour-and-a-half show,
Landolphi also touches on issues of homophobia, alcohol
and drug use and acquaintance

rape.
Landolphi is a graduate of
Middlebury College in Boston.
After developing a career inact-

ing in regional

theater, she

started a video production business. From 1982 to 1988 she
worked as a volunteer at an
AIDS organization in Boston,

which became the foundation

for “Hot, Sexy and Safer.”
Her ability to put students at

ease and talk about two difficult
subjects
— AIDS and sex— won
Landolphi nominations in 1992

for Lecturer of the Year and the
Harry Chapin Humanitarian

Award by the National Association of Campus Activities.
“If you have a forest fire, you

t together a lot of people to
ht it,” Landolphi said of the
AIDS epidemic in a New York
Times interview. “If you’re really smart, you send some of

See ‘Safer,’ page 24
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Kearns: at peace with himself
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° Continued from page 23
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Name: Peter Q. Parish
Major: Theater arts
Year: Senior
Discipline: Theater
Hometown: Farmington
Age: 21

usually.don’t become actors.
He trained to be a stage actor,

e Acting debut: “in grammar schoo! | was Teddy
Brewster — who thought he was Teddy Roosevelt — in

Double,” and
‘s“
de
he said he might be remem-

He explained he still loves

acting, but he has “come to an
inner peace” and is “notasneedy
about going onstage.”
He added, “It’s great to see
my words come alive in someone else’s hands.”
- Since 1984 most of the theater
rojects Kearns has worked on
ve dealt with AIDS or homosexuality in one way or another.
He recently appeared on
ABC’s “Life Goes On” as a person with AIDS. Kearns felt his
own HIV-positive status played
an important role in this.
“Not only was this casting
decision significant in terms of
AIDS fear in HollyHIV and
wood, it also serves to fight the
ongoing homophobia battle,” he
said. “We can’t deal with AIDS

which is where he does most of
his work, but he also acts on

television and in films.
Hiscreditsincludecharacters

‘Arsenic and Old Lace.’ | guess schizophrenics are my

on “Cheers,” “Murder She
Wrote” and “Days of our Lives.”
He played a porno star in Brian

| bered for his line, “I’m not an

;

forte.”

- Lately Kearns has turned to

m
the traditheater: “I’m escaping fro
of nd
e His bra

tional, that’s for sure. I'm more toward the experimental end.of it, working. with masks and doing street.
theater.”

e His ideas: “They come from walking across town or

campus and seeing a really interesting person and —
watching how they walk and carry themselves. There
have been times when I’ve wanted to stop someone
on campus and say, '‘I’ll pay you $25 if | can take a
cast of your face.*”
e On mimes: “Mimes are scary.”
Sam. He was a
was e
e Imaginary friend: “His nam
detective. Every time | wore this little hat | was Sam.
I'd run through the kitchen and say, ‘Mom, have you
seen Sam?’ then run around the comer, put my hat

Kearns
has also directed and

produced several plays in Los

Kearns feels he is successful if

he gets people to deal with bigotry.
“If they feel something, if om
think, then I’ve done my jo
well,” he said.
CenterArts has planned a series of related events around “intimacies” addressing AIDS issues. There will be documentary
films, health forums, speakers
and a photo exhibit.
A candlelight vigil has been
scheduled for tomortentatively
row on the Arcata Plaza.
Tickets for the 8 p.m. shows
are $5 for students and seniors
and $8 for general admission.
They are available at the university ticket office. Call 826-3928
for more information on “intimacies” and other events.

‘Safer’: condoms promoted
‘© continued
from page 23

e Theater methods: “in the past year I’ve been concentrating on not losing myself in the role because
that’s just as fake as what you see on TV, where you

don‘t see any of the life force beneath it. It’s the

actor that makes the role, not the words that make

cae
the actor.”
d
invoive
be
to
e Hurray for Hollywood: “| don’t want
in that shit.”

e Favorite color: “White. White as In the lily... ‘as days | |

particular.”

is currently
running in Los Anles with good reviews.
Kearns
Canes the play will go on tour

soon.

on and come in as Sam, the detective.”

go by’ — that means something to someone in

~

actor, I’m a stunt cock.”

until we deal with bigotry.”

:

An offshoot of Landolphi’s
new approach to safer and more
responsible
sex
is
“Condomania,” the firstcondom
store in the United States.
This retail store carries more
than 200 brands of condoms
merchandised by condom features rather than by manufac-

them 10 miles ahead to dig a
ditch, even if that weakens
the firefighting
force, because
when the fire finally gets to
the ditch, it’s going to stop.
This generation is my ditch.”
Landolphi continues to
work with grassroots
and national A
organizations
throughout the country. She
was the master of ceremonies
ands
oman
for the first
National Children with HIV/
ae Day in Washington,

turer

There

is an international |

condom section which features
condoms
from around the world.
And there are novelty condoms,
including condoms in fortune

— Reported by Susanne Bergstrom

cookies, glow-in-the-dark
condoms
and flavored
condoms.
Condomaniaalso
sells safer

sex productsand educational
material. There

are eight

stores
in New York City,
Angeles, San Francisco, Las
V

and Miami.

uzi Landolphi’s “Hot,

and Safer” will be Presented Sunday at 7 p.m.
This
is a free performance. For
—

information call 826-
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National Endowment for the Arts

Professor.wins $20,000 writing fellowship
pe

Anthology of Male Poetry in

Contemporary America.”

ence
n HSU instructor
was - of being a Filipino-American,”
among several writers
Gotera said.
across the country to
Born in San Francisco in
1952, Gotera moved to the
win the 1993 Creative Writin
Fellowship from the National
Philippines at a young
age.
Endowment for the Arts.
Poetry interested him while he
The $20,000 fellowship was
was a young child.
“I've been writing poetry for
ven to Assistant English
a long time, robably since I
Professor Vince Gotera. The
was 4 or 5,” he said. “The first
fellowship is awarded in order
poem I remember writing was
to foster creative writing.
in kindergarten. It was in high
The fellowship has an
school that I became interested
application process in which
writers submit a 10-page
in a serious way.”
Gotera attended Stanford
portfolio of their works. The
and San Francisco State before
portfolios are read anonygoing on to complete his
mously around the country by
M.F.A. and Ph.D. at Indiana
a panel of judges.
University.
“I'll probably use some of
“I took my first poetry class
the money to buy computer
when
I was going to Stanford,”
equipment,” Gotera said. “I'll
he said.
also probably use it for release
“After a while I sort of went
time from classes so I have
underground, basically writing
more time to write.”
poetry on my own. I wasn’t
Gotera is a
who
enrolled in any classes. The
has been published in several
start of my serious career was
national literary journals and
when I got my MLF.A. in
anthologies.
Indiana.
His work was first published
“I came to teach at Humin the Winter 1989 issue of
boldt because it was the best
“Zone 3,” a literary journal.
offer at the time,” Gotera said.
Soon afterward he was
“I applied to a lot of places. I
pce
in the national
also chose Humboldt because
it’s relatively close to San
Gotera’s work has been most
Francisco, where I was born.”
Gotera has a book of critiere er
in “The
cism
forthcoming in August
Open
Boat: Poems From Asia
titled “Radical Visions: Poetry
' America.” His three poems in
by Vietnam Vets.” He is also
the anthology
were titled
submitting a book of poems to
“Dance of the Letters,”
publishers titled “Pacific
“Gambling” and “Madarika.”
Cr
E
His
poems have also been
Gotera is a recipient of the
publ
in “The Jazz Poetry
Academy of American Poets
Anthology,” “Dissident Song:
Prize, the Felix Pollak Poetry
A Contemporary AsianPrize
and the Mary Roberts
American Anthology” and
Rinehart Award in Poetry.
“Men Of Our Time: An

a eas

ROBERT SCHEER/PHOTO
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Acclaimed author toread ‘daring’ work
_ ationally acclaimed

Comedy examines our
‘madcap existence’
By Katherine Longshore
K STAFF

yth, mirth and all hu
mankind are encom

passed in Thornton
Wilder’s insightful comedy
“TheSkin of Our Teeth,” opening Friday at the Pacific Art
Center Theatre in Arcata.

“It’s about this madcap existence
on this wildly spinning
speck of mud,” said Director

James Floss, a speech commu-

nications lecturer at HSU. “It’s
about the history of humanity
and what it is that keeps us
moving forward.”
The story is that of the
Antrobus family,
whose name
is a varianton the Greek word
for “humankind.”
The play follows its history through the
Ice Age and the Great Flood to
the Air Age and global war.
Through
, the ——
copes with
the various
challenges history presents to it
and the challenges the members present to each other.
The Antrobus family, a comedic, bumbling, middle-class
family, consists of a husband
and wife, played by Gary
Sommers and Nancy Beall, a
daughter, Gladys (Laurel
Hislop), a son, Henry (James
Perry), and a maid, Sabina
(Erin Chambers).

Mr.
Antrobus
is an
Everyman whose dreams and

family, which his wife fights
to preserve. The children provide anormal amount of worry to their
nts, but Henry
(whose
name is Cain)
adds to them in the final act.

Sabina, who can be likened to
Aphrodite in Greek mythology,
is aclassic Other Woman,
seductive and possibly destructive. She completes and
complements the family structure,

The family is affected by
many other characters during
the course of the play, including a fortune teller, a beauty
contestant, Atlantic City conventioneers, various muses, a

dinosaur, a mammoth, the
8 Homer and the prophet
oses.
Floss said the greatest challenges he faced as a director
were “three full acts, two full
sets and 36 roles.”
The set changes completely
over the course of two 15minute intermissions,
and the
y requires a surprisingly
e cast for a non-musical
uction.

Floss added that members
of the large cast provide enthe show requires. He
said he leaves
the theater after
rehearsal feeling energized.
He added he is impressed by
the inventiveness and solid

See ‘Skin’, page 27

weaknesses affect the entire

writer Deena

works of

will read

from

her

and prose in

Goodwin Focure Friday night.

's latest novel, “What

Dinah
t,” has been called
a “daring
feminist revision of
Jewish histroy” and was praised
as a “work of artistic maturity,
deep wisdom and moral passion” by Philadelphia Enquirer
writer Robert
Zaller.
Metzger’s most recent book of
try, “A Sabbath Among the
uins,” includes a section of
imaginary conversations with
the poet Pablo Neruda.
Judith Minty, a ee
of
creative writing at
, said in
a press release, “Deena
Metzger’s concerns focuson saving the universe, and her works

are like guidebooks, made to
show us what path we might
take toward healing ourselves
and our place.”
The reading, which will take
— at 7 p.m., is being hosted
y the Raymond Carver Short
Story Contest, for which Metzger
was a judge.
There is no charge for admission.

EY

Sting summons a fresh sound,
humble themes on lastest disc

BLACK
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pointed by the court to no
people being accused of moral

he title of Sting’s new album alone — “Ten
Summoner’s Tales”—
shows the relaxed attitude that
went into putting together this
11-track album.
Less serious overall than his
previous music, “Tales” takes
entertainment without all the
intensity surrounding his last
album.
Taking asharp turnaway from
“The Soul Cages,” the intense
music inspired
by the death of
his parents, Sting has returned
to a simpler, more modest style,
making the album’s results more
ing since the work is seemy
effortless.
ite Sting’s vain reputation, the album is surprisingly
humble.
The album’s title comes from

“The Summoner’s Tale,” a story

from Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales
about bearers of bad news. Tra-

A

,

if

5

Weapon 3,” the added input from Clapton was the song’s
strong point and it falls short
without that talent.
Finishing the album is the
ironically titled “Epilogue
(Nothing ‘Bout Me).” Despite
what thé name implies about
Sting, the song is a message to
critics who have tried to understand the performerand pinhim
down to one image throughout
his career:
“Lay my head on the
surgeon’s table/ Take me fingerprints if you are oe sr

ditionally, summoners were a

By Julle Yamorsky

Sting’s music to a new stage —

APRIL CALENDAR

aILw ea")

violations, such as adultery.

Born as Gordon Sumner,
Sting’s lastname is derived from
the word summoner.
Alwaysa social commentator,
Sting’s first track on “Tales,” “If
I Ever Lose My Faith in You,” is
about his loss of faith in science,
rogress, religion and politics,
t not in love.
What makes the song so alluring are the lyrics, almost written
as a confession:
“I never saw no miracle of science/ That didn’tgofromablessto a curse/ I never saw no
military solution/ That didn’t
end up as something worse but/
Let me say this first/ If I ever
lose my faith in you/ There’d be
nothing left for me to do.”
The one weak point in the album is Sting’s solo rendition of
“It’s Probably Me.”
Originally released as a duet
with Eric Clapton for the
soundtrack to the film “Lethal

my

my pockets

my e
ot come back for
the sockets/ Run every kind of

test fromA toZ/ And you'll still
know
‘bout me.”
If the complexity is

the talent definitely isn’t.

Sting’s strong voice carries the

soft lyrics, taking the album far

away from the popular music of

his former band, the Police. “Ten
Summoner’s Tales” is an
door for the direction and talent
of Sting’s career.
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‘Skin’: 50-year-old play ‘still relevant’ ¢ Continued from page 26
acting skills of thecast,
and both
make his job easier.
“Theleads without re

tong

are very adept at taking

direc -

tion and

it their own,”

he said.
Wilder wrote the play at a
time before MTV and remote

control when audiences could
sit and pay attention for longer
riot

time.

_ This gave Floss some cause

for alarm,
but he feels his actors
can maintain a quick pace. The

play itself allows for more inter- _ that aspect of the play.
active space, which will help to
Although the bd was writengross audiences for the twoten 50 years ago (it won the 1943
hour running time.
Pulitzer Prize for drama), Floss
Floss plans to use PAC’s new ___ believesitisstillrelevant,asare
moveable, flexible riser seating
Wilder’s other
plays. The huspace to allow entrances and
manity and truthfulness of the
exits from every possible area. _ characters will carry it, as will

Occasionally the characters
will even step into the seating
area. Wilder experimented with
ossibilities of characters
speaking
directly to the audience an Foes plas toexplore

the similarities in history, he
said.
“We made it through the last.
recession by the skin of our
teeth,” Floss said, adding that
the characters in the play do

much the same in their own time
period.
“The Skin of Our Teeth” will
show at PAC (1251 Ninth St. in

Arcata) on Thursdays, Fridays
and Saturdays at 8 p.m. from
April 16 through May 8.

ere will be a 2 p.m. matinee
on Sunday, May 2.
Ticket prices are $10 on Saturdays, $8 on Fridays and $6 on
Thursdays and Sunday with
discounts for children, students
and seniors.

You can't
take it with
you.

Well, you
can,
but who
wants to?
o> Sethit

1993 MODELS
IN STOCK

through
The
Lumberjack
Classifieds

800 MOUNTAIN BIKE
@

Frame/Fork: Tange Cro-Moly

frame tubes and

Cro-Moly stays,

Cruise Control Ill Cro-Moly
Ultralite-style fork

Group: Shimano Altus C20 21
speed Hyperglide

Brakeset: Shimano Altus C2

M-System

Rims: Araya MP22 Alloy

Call
826-3259
to find out
how easy
(and cheap)
it is!

$3999
SAVE ON SELECTED
1992 MODELS «a pply lasts

LIFE CYCLE:

THE COMPLETE
CYCLE OUTFITTER

1593 G ST. + ARCATA + 822-7755
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King picked as new spiker coach
bynes meme
Softball rambles to

12th straight victory
Humboldt State’s softball team

rolled up eight more wins last
week, stretching its winning
streak to 12 games.

and Terra
Wolfe rs
Kelly he
Pitc
Anderson limited opponents to

five runs for the week while the
scored 78 runs to
Lum!
HSU
a
them. Asdhe
a

HSU Athletic Director Chuck
Lindemenn announced April 2
that Sharon King, who had
served asassistant women’s volcoach at lCSU Sacramento,
leybal
women’s
women's vol-vol
HSE
ofthe
roach
leyball team.

a San Diego native,
King,
played four years at Sec State
to 19869. The Hornets
1985
advanced to the NCAA Divieach of those
sion I os
help
of King’s
fae we Se

oe cemeeut

raised its batting

we theTacks iee

the

a combined

Humboldt State (32First
uc
3, 16-2) faces second
schedDavis in a doubleheader

at the
‘Jacks

uled for noon en
Complex.
Arcata

first
share ofta
could clinchatleas

by sweeping
the Aggies.

assistant to the athletic director
at Sac State.

“Sharon combines a positive

onbe
will
King in her new positi

our philosophy at Humboldt

“We have five players back, so
I need to recruit at least seven
more,”
said.
“The really good players are

State,” Lindemenn

said. “I’m

extremely pleased to have her

on staff and we’re fortunate to

welcome

aboarda

Sharon’s professi

and per-

advance to the finals of the
and finished with a 41-6 reco

lenge of

In 1990, she helped the Hornets

NCAA Division IIchampionshi

She also helped guide the Di-

oe AAp
cce

_
Julie

Denise Walker ran a seasonbest time of 2 minutes, 10.04 sec-

sin. Collen will direct his attended duties of
tion to the e
Humboldt State’s
director of
Center Activities.

ahead coach, and
n at Humboldt State

s in the
to a berth
vision I Hornet

“We're excited and pleased for
Julie Ortman to receive the op-

National Invitational Volleyball

cc Men’s

for the senior from Garden ValSh
Fresno

3 at the Bob Mathias
d
she reclaimethe

orere Dutch Yerton ran

:
fastest 800-meter race of the
-geason Saturday at the Woody
Wilson Invitational at Davis.

Yerton qualified for the North-

ern California Athletic Confer-

‘ence by finishing with 1:53.75,
which put him in second behind

Es “I think it was because my race

Saturday Yerton is sethune

up for the
Rosters are
first Times-Standard Alumni

Bow! April 24, with past HSU and
College of the

Redwoods stars

sa Kickotfw

up for the.

call.
the g
respontodin

HSU
7 p.m.kickoff will be
linebacker David Harper and exCR running back Rob Harrison.

Ticket prices are $5 for general

admission, $3 for agaand
$15 for a family

two adults and twooe dean
Presale outlets have pot been announced.

tollowing

to Eugene, Ore., the site of his
career best of 1:51.8 in the 800.
in
‘He is scheduled to com
both the 800 and the 1,5 at the

a third-place

finish

behind UC Berkeley and UC
Davis in last weekend’s league
playoffs at Sacramento State.

e Lumberjacks defeated the

| first-place team from the southOr
~Yerton is currently ranked ern league, UC Santa Cruz, then

cs were not all that g

mt decided whether he will run

|

17-15, 17-15, 14-16, 9-15.

re-

ceived all-tournament honors.
i thatit’s been
Szulczewsksaid

a tough season because of finanteam,
ae
the coach and players are responsible to pay for balls, league

fees, referees and travel accommodations.

“It’s hard getting pumped up
for a game when everyone is
broke,” he said.
The team’s season in league
play ended witha8-5 record asit
now precedes to the United
States Volleyball Association’s

“We felt we should’ve done _ NationalCollegiate Tournament

| better,” Coach ScottSzulczewski

|. “Th
|

&

Times-Standard
slated
Bowini
Alum

Both Callaha

Caudill from UC Davis.
fourth in the NCAC for running | fell in the semi-finals to UC Ber(Caudill) edged me out b
0 but has not keley in a five-game bout, 12-15,
the
1,50
in 3:57.54
less than a second,” Yerton said.
A

Northern Californian Athletic

Also at the Fresno meet, Juan

e see King, page 29

all

Themen’sclubvolleyball
team
ended league play and moved
ahead tothe national tournament

out” Netien said.

\the | said. “Dennis Callahan did a

this weekend in Austin, Texas.
“It’s the best team we've had

ge 2 } | washistypical self hitting away.”

e see Volleyball, page 29

\e | greatjob setting and Tony Mertz

best 1,500 meters time in the |

Ball broke her own school record
in the 400 meters with a time of
the mark
55.65 seconds, ecli:
of 55.76 that she set in 1992.

coaching durhas beenen
Coll
and has
the
recruiting for
been menivel
the 1993 fall season.

volleyb

week- " | By Jen Kinavey

|

e
season.
enc
Conferthis

portuni to coach at Ripon. We
wish sar seailanien success in

P | heads for nationn als
sr
and Mertz

5,the
4:27.7e
atofim

top

Sharon King

bs

onds in the 800 meters at the

Woody Wilson Invitational in
for thegnaher yin
Davis, qualif
theevent.
sin
onship
champi
tional
second
the
was
Walker’s time
season
the
of
automatic qualifier

replaces Dan Collen and
wae have shared
ee

the post since 1990. Ortman will
posiassume the head
tion at Ripon Collegein Wiscon-

pared to HSU’s 115.

for Walker

get

Ob is

sprinting

Te rt cus the ce

Humboldt State for first placein
the NCAA Division II’s April 7.
poll of women’s softball teams.
The Sioux Falls, South Dakota
come
college received 119

Second automatic

7.

ee

Se

Beyevolleybala
te volleybal 7
rancid

eight

she cosamen and in Fry
founded the United States Vol
leyball Association’s junior volle

for Sac State from 1990 to 1992.

ttSe mit

person of

sonal character.”
In addition to her
at
Sac State, she has been an inteof the club programs.
ee
Sets pla eee

fall tos2nd
Jack
Augustana College ee

recruiting.

attitude and commitment to excellence that is consistent with

Tournament in 1992.

in NCAA DivisionII

Fm anxious to return to the diviof my playing career.”
sion
The biggest problem facing

Last year, she served as an

Abreath of victory
Ball refuses to let asthma slow her down
3 By John Chown
Juan Ball has the fastest 100

meter time and fastest 400-meter
time in the Northern California
Athletic Conference, but her
greatest accomplishment in track
a is just runni
Ball acquired asthma five
ae oat the end of her junior
in high sckiool. It prevented
er from running cross country
her senior year, and has turned
her track ae as wellas her life
OP Rly senior
sen
year my asthma
was
so bad, I was in and out of

the hospital every week. I’'ddoa
warm-up and have to be rushed
to the hospital. It got to the point
where my mother and friends
told me.to give it up,” Ball said.
Ball didn’t give up, though.
Her lungs may fail her but her
heart won't. Despite herasthma,

leased me,” Ball said.
The next day Ball ran and
again suffered an attack less than
halfway through the race. Ball
out the race and her
ool track career seemingly
came to an end.
Ball
to run her first

meet her senior year in high
school. The night before the meet
she suffered another life-threatening attack and was rushed
once more to the hospital.
“IL. wrote a note to the nurse,
‘save me, I made it to the state
track meet.’ Luckily the doctor
said I was doing better and re-

more year she
——
The asthma still d
her.
“A year ago at
o I suffered from respiratory arrest.
Something wasin the air andm
I
ust reacted
to it,” said Ball.
en the paramedicsarrived
I went into arrest and they re-

she qualified for the state track

year in college,

but her sopho-

e see Ball, page 29

ean nes PeyOe

north. “What got me

Lindemenn. “Everyone in Sac-

atmosphere oncampus.Thestudents, faculty and administraper ceey errrome myn 7

assume a head coaching position. She has excellent contacts
ee are
in mage 9g eS

£

° Continued from page 28
‘i
“lcan't say
enough abou

about

was the
oldt
HumbState

said.

“You don’texperience

2

at Sac State.”

effortsof Dan Collenin

the Humboldt State v

program, Lindemenn said.
e’re grateful to him for making the transition a smooth one
for both Sharon King and the

that

Thesearch foracoach attracted
a field of 46
ts and was
narrowed to
F
“Sharon
comes from an excel-

lent program. She has worked

student athjetes.”

under a coach that has been an
excellent
mentor,” ° said

Ball

Volleyball

¢ Continued from page 28

*° Continued from page 28

vived me at the hospital,” she
continued. “I was technically
dead. I was in the hospital for a
week.
“It was really scary. Dealing
with that and still being able to
be alive and compete and do
what I want to do has made me
stronger and grateful for my
life,” Ball said.
This year Ball has been able to
control her asthma better. Her
time of 12.03 in the 100 meters is
the fastestin the conference,and
so is her time of 55.65 in the 400
meters. Ball is most concerned
with her time in the 400.
“I've ran the 400 for the past

in a long time. We still haven’t

King is:excited about making

eight years and I’m just really

starting to like it. I used to fear
the quarter because it’s such a
hard race, but being in control
with my breathing and everything, I like the quarter now,

eg totally together asa team
ut everything’s coming to-gether just in time for the tournament,” outside hitter Greg
DeRoeck said. “Our whole season was basically practice for
nationals, we’ve come a long
=

e tournament will consist

of 48 club teams from throughout the country, and 25 of the
top-ranked teams in the nation
will

be

there.

Humboldt

the tournament.

Szulczewski said the

two

teams
to beat will be

No. 1-

ranked Graceland College

of In-

and No. 2-ranked
diana

Univer-

sity

of Colorado.
with the
t can be com
Tournament.
1
NCAA
right at
You need to be
this moment and youneed

luck,” he said.

Yerton

alittle

“We've worked

easier and gradually worked in
to it,” Yerton said. “I think it’s
been more beneficial this year to

Continued from page 28
race,” Yerton said.
A new training focus has
Yerton feeling strong enough to

make the nationalsin May. “This

little

season I've started out a

start out slower. Right now Iam
in better shape — I’m definitely
a lot stronger endurance-wise.

“I think my speed has been a

little slower, but it’s coming

around.”

i
Ly WA
YOUR TEST SCORE
Oe

is

ranked 10th nationally going into

NF

Improve test scores with Cliffs StudyWare

interactive computer
Test Preparation
Gifts ScudyVYare

Products are designed to help you _
do your best on your ACT, SAT or
tests. For
other major
=e your coursework, count on
ScudyWare Course Reviews
such as calculus and
for disciplines

economics. For a strong finish,

ij Hours:
Mon-Thurs 8:00-6:00p.m.

nw]

Friday ae

m

o to
she is ready
ent
thinks
ram

some

things I found at-

tractive about Sharon King.”

serve our pr
Lindemenn added.
ing will make her head coaching debut for the 1993 season on
Sept. 2 at Cal State Bakersfield.

really hard to diversify our offense so we're not as predictable
as we were in the past.”
“If we play together as a unit
and as a team, we have unlimited potential and can compete
with anybody,” middle blocker
Brendhan Quinn said. “I have

HIGHLIGHTS

complete confidence in my team
.
that we can win it.”

&

Second annual
Run for the Children
Members of Humboldt State’s
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity will
take turns pushing a 300 pound
log and its 100 pound chariot
around Humboldt Bay inthe sec-

“Intramural

-ond annual Run for the Children

Tournament Play

on Saturday at 10 a.m.
The 17-mile course starts at the
NorthCoast Innin Arcata, crosses
the Samoa Bridge and ends at St.
Joseph's Hospital in Eureka.
The course is expected to take
os

Continues This
Week, Good Luck

to All Teams!”

ete

. au event will benefit St.

Joseph's pediatric unit. oe

hope to raise $2,000 for the unit,
the only one in HumboldtCounty.
“The members of Tau Kappa
ilon want to reach out and
help others,” said Eli Hallak, TKE

president. “We want to make a
difference in the lives of children,

(Brackets and seedings
posted in Forbes Complex)

and working with the pediatric
unit at St. Joseph’s Hospital will
allow us to do that.”

Upcoming Tournaments:
Humboldt Intramural
Short Course Triathion
Sunday, May 2,1993.
10:00a.m.

Cost: Student - $8.00 ¢ Community - $10.00
Divisions: Ironman/Ironwoman

8th grade & Under, High School,

18 - 35 yrs., 35 & Over, All Tagteams.

Softball urnaments

Slow-Pitch: April15, 16 & 17.
Co-ed & Open divisions.
Team.
Cost: $40 Student Team ¢ $15 community
5:00p.m.
at
12
April
Monday,
Deadline for sign-ups is
22, 23 & 24, 1993.
Fast-Pitch: April

team
$60 student team ¢ $100 community

GOOD LUCK
TO
EVERYONE!
King

of Sports

auinu ead)

the trip

Genuine

Kin

ts

30

on
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HSU runner dies following
battle with respiratory illness

Lonquist
named player
of the week

ee

ea

Gerry Arebelo, psycholo
ot and cross country/tra
Eight games in five days ©
standout, died Saturday afterave right-fielder Stacie
noon at Moffet Medical Center,
onquist all the opportunity
University of San Francisco, afshe needed to work on her
a respiratory illness
- ter battl
swing, and she used 25 plate
two months. She
for more
appearances to bang out 18
was 20 years old.
hits, good enough to earn
Arebelo was airlifted to San
Northern California Athletic
Francisco from Mad River HosConference Player of the
with
pital Jan. 31 and —
Week honors.
Syns
Distres
y
Adult Respirator
Lonquist, a junior from
t
Stacie Lonquist
drome. Physicians at Moffe do
Redding, also drove in 14
not yet know what brought on
runs, with seven of her hits age ranked third in the conthe condition.
ference. She make her move
going for extra bases. HeadShe died about 5:30 p.m. of an
on the leaders, raising her
ing into the long roadtrip,
infection which began in her
mark 84 points to .506.
Lonquist’s .422 batting averlungs and spread to other ors
“I've missed running with her

10% Discount
On Puchases of Accessories or

Repairs, With Student I.D.

Ride the bus or
drive your bike,

run, walk,
skateboard or
crawl in; we don’t

care, just don’t

use a car to get

here and we’ll

appreciate it
to

enough

additional

give an

5% off!

for three months, and now I’m
going to miss her forever,” said
arthistoryjunior Alice Atkinson,
a member of the track and cross
country teams.
Arebelo was voted most inspirational by her teammates following the 1992 season and was
also the team co-captain for that
seasort.
“She was very capable of

“bringing people together,” cross

country Head Coach Dave Wells
said. “She was the perfect kind
of team captain.”
“A lot of people would get
mad or depressed before a race
and she would be happy,” said
anthropology

senior

Reed

Elmore. “She was always in a

good mood.”
On Jan. 16 she was married to

Paul Arebelo in the couple’s
home town of Mariposa. The two
honeymooned in Hawaii before

:

“The Bicycle People”

2811 F Street « Eureka ¢ 443-9861

YAK AOWe
Sunday, May
15th

Anniversary

Registration epens a1 6:30 em

Mane Serta ter AU Rides

100 Mite at 7:00 am

SO Mille at 6:00 am
20 Mile at 6:46 am
10 hfe af 9:00 am

9th—Ferndale, California

of “Caitornia's Toughest Century”

treugh he

ANO ENJOY THE REDWOOOS

50 bite Had Contury—$15

Mummeih Area Founsanen
TT
aad
:

RR:

COME

received Selere Qaci Mise:
Regiewedon
100 Mile Century
—820

Ferndaie, Caiforma
Preseds sorbed

20 Mile Famsly Fun Reto—612
10 Mle Farm Tour—812
of Four—640
Farmty
After Aged 20% & On Rise Day

Gary
a

RE

& THE BEAUTIFUL

NORTH

COAST

at sunrise for a special Easter
memorial service.
“Her laugh seemed bigger
than her,” said teammate Eileen
Cohune,

a social work junior.

Gerry was to continue at HSU.

“She was so small, but her laugh
was so big and hearty and full...
it would just bubble out of her.
She couldn’t contain it.”

cluding Paul, camped out on a
beach in Santa Cruz and awoke

in God,” Wells said. “... I know
she’s going toa place where she'll
be happier than shecan possibly

returning tolivein Arcata, where

J

Gerry Arebelo

On Saturday night, the immediate families of the couple, in-

“Gerry had a very strong faith

be on earth.

“We just have to wait a while
before we see her again.”
A funeral is scheduled for Saturday in Mariposa. In Arcata,
there will be a memorial service
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the
Newman Center at 700 Union

St.

Arebelo is survived by her

husband, her parents, Elaine and

Tom Seymour, and three brothers, James, Michael and Scott.
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Segreg
publicationof the Women’s Cen-

By Rebecca Cullen
y —Ican’t think
of a better word to de
scribe the article “The
culture vulture’s come home to
roost” written by Ana Raquel
Thomas in a recent Matrix, a
publication from the Women’s
Center.
Thomas continuously downgrades white people, claiming
they all “need to learn the art of

listening,” are “racists indenial,”

and “ought to be banned from
certain areas.”
genIt'sangry, cosed-minded

like this that halt the
eralizations

social reform our country sodesperately needs.
A point even more notable is
this article was in the Matrix, a

Stee and time again Thoter.
mas bashes white women for
“stealing” black culture and
black men.
It amazes me that a woman,
writing to represent a women’s
organization which strives for
equality, would fragment the
foundationof her argumentinto
black and white.
As women striving for
we can’t
ty nt
me
equali
ft
upliand
racial identity from
our te
separa
asThere is »
our ee

e way to receive equality

ss tion. So, when
ee
iee of our “sistas,” it
s
peal
id be all of us, no matter
what color we are.
There are more important
things to worry about when a
butt in front
g
sister is wavineat

ofa man than the color of either

how Americansare raised; it has

eal
so bothered by pooprally oa

ancestry.

a"

people.

First Amendment

ensitivity and honesty are two
we diftecont sites of the same coin
that have bothered mankind for

hundreds of years.
Bein oe

sensitiveis

ne (deals with in their
ers

oy,

The framers did not have in mind

“sensitivity training” during the cre-

ation of the Constitution.
On the conteary. |there are many

e revolution re-

in England
il
ng
andserver
even iiea Goo

which included several of the framers
of the Constitution,
and the legislatures
ed the first 10
of the several states.

‘himse! as thieves and sobinacche

amendments to the onstitution— The
Bill of Rights.
Co First Amendment reads:

the owners of the

ae one.
newspapersW

published these ac-

cusations be fooced to take “sensitivity

: _itenatcetof the United States

no law restrict“Co mngress shall make
ing an establishment of religion or ge
hibiting
the free exercise t

the press.”

e men who framed this amendment understood the c

ne

at Bah a
top a knoll, on an old mill
so.

Sh west of the

Redwood Highway (South G

a
St.), there has risenoe

A paved and curved

of an airstrip is to proCeneeaaall eee

Arai

My parents and society had brainwashed

me into thinking that meat notonly tasted

but was also healthy. This paragiven to me by my parents, was

them by their
to en
giv
ts got it

ee come
voice of ope
| ee
stream
of thou ght, or that of their sup-

If

sexuality.

AS.

Political
comes is the ultimate tyr-

sition is, to say
wrThe
silencing
the least, ‘ir
like aalowl f bland pabulum

having no spice or seasoni
t of
To say the most, it is re
Joseph
or
Hitler
the censorship of Adolf

Leclerc is an Arcata resident.

provide drinking water for cattle and

Arcata
Area
ers.
hamburg
At the time I loved

nee:

Well, this is still the 20th Century, right?

ieee

ee

Bee

converting ts We

science junior.
en
is a social
Cull

The meat-eating disaster
on

Sees

not supremacy and stagnation.

local decisions makers went and
right into that other beacon on
With a $200 0 grant from the Ford
0 south of Arcata Bay, the Humboldt
Foundation, city government has graced
nuclear and oil-fired power plant — PG
the Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary
&E.
oise information center.
withanew
Theexemplary ideas of the Arcata waste
By the way, the Ford Foundation, with
s, reclaiming the
water recycling
$3 billion in assets, was started i by Henry
solid waster landfill at the end of south I
and Edsel Ford in 1936. Its “resource”
Street, and the re-establishing of wildlife
gd
Ford Motor ig:
was non-voting
so near Arcata’s victorian town center
stock until it diversified in the ’
were solutions in the ’70s that came from
“non-profit” foundation, active in urban
lack of funds for high-tech projects.
and rural areas worldwide, it decreased
Inspiration and alternatives seemed to
.
taxable income for family and corporaArcata’s citizens are
in the’80s.
eae
tions.
aware that deadbe
to
The Arcata City Council, gift horse in going toto have
per
weight (3,000 pounds of resources
hand, has further decided people should
be able to drive from anywhere in the
) is
Lake MichiUnited States by theshoresof
us all backwards.
eemnaniniaeed
es
eee

te

| rectness) in pp

Think about being part of a
generation that wants change,

and the new Interpretive Center.
One might have dreamed of an earthbermed building, visible in the omg
ary” by a large window-wall facing ti
-sufenergy
andlit
marsh ponds, skyficient.
a

with a two-sto:

plenty
ot os

quences of government interference
concerning free speechesfreedom of
A

others

for our culture’s social il s. Pulling apart into black and white
y furthers the institutional
racism that presently exists.

with petroleum)ls really pulling
facied

abridging the freedom of speech or of

the press.

on the other hand, must care-

seenta ten
i

City council paves near bay

was crafted to

should notbe egislated in any form. In

1791 the Congress of the United States,

tion.

American culture is one of fads
and fashion. Following trends is

issue or problem...

whe pete

"elie wrote: “Culture vullittle Elvises, that’s
— yep, s
ture
what you are. Stay out of Africa
_— yeah white people ought to
banned from certain areas
they ecieniae act right
oieSiar
(or at ers collectively act ree).”
It’s too bad in the ‘90s, when
so far in
ly come
we've
breaking down racial barriers, a
color can so
woman of
an article
write
blatantly
whites and supporting

Americaisa “melting pot” and

allow a voice of support or of opposi- —
ng
a particular
tion to be heard concerni

plop

enter

OF course women are different. Wemaybeof different color,
we may live by different values;
we may have had different exences; gd we mer ion dift goals, but we all hope to
achieve constitutional and economic equality we deserve.
As for fashion, music, lanAmerind
they’re
ea
dance,
guag
can. In a country of such wide
ethnic diversity we must —
that people will share a world
cultural style.

rule over their
Stalin in their tyrannical

GUEST COLUMNIST

What about Thomas’ ancestors or her parents? She, herself,
wy white. Who is in deis
Sno

rance,” Thomasisawfull

Constitutional legality
By Tim Springer

nothing to do with denying our

one’s skins. For someone who is

fully choose the words I use in
with racial issues in ord
misinterpretations
avoid
to
der
that may label me a racist.
for the
init aa
nae wee not only talk
also believe it in
Stof esaality
their hearts. We need to overcome the mentality that Thomas
— a mentality of segrega‘holds
tion.
It’s time people unite to over-

ts, and their
parents. The

of
meal was on meat. How
d known otherwise?
I have
coul

I started college and that’s when the

Maybe it’s time to replace the current
tatives and elect a new

group that will not be as concerned

with the cleansing of the press’ oppos-

ing viewpoints.

Springer is a history senior.

enlightenment begea. I suddenly began

to hear facts that eating meat was not
only unhealthy but also an ecological
disaster.

At first I was

r
a little
but afte

topical
of
percent
¢ bioceMore then 80 percent
ree
rainfo
are cutres
to raisets
cattle.

¢ Almost half of the water used in the
United States is used to grow feed and

other livestock.
-© Cattle produce one billion tons of
which contaminate
SS
om
¢ Cow flatulations (methane)
are ma-

jor contributorsto
© Millions of
tors
are exterto
government
minated each year by our

protect cows.

Since I consider m'
an environmentalist
it would have been h
cal of me to continue meat
so I
The
cal concerns
were of
interest to me, not the health
reasons.The
arteries
and colon are just a nice
benefit
that lam

receiving due tomy new

diet.

By the way, 76 percent
of Americans

call themselves ens

but

percent are vegetarian. If you

cy 28carepn
about saving the earth, the

meat-eating paradigm has to end.

Tietz is an environmental
biology senior.
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Environment

Large-scale logging unnecessary, uncivilized

pycemy Seman
I feelgis
! here is somethin
very significant but almost entirely left out of
discussion,
ents and media
concerning the
of
ng.
vast majority has the idea
itcan always
win a debate about

and specifically thecontinued necessity for
ng, by
pointing out that |
nn

ilowin
we end with
Follo

and

for several crucial practical, spiri-

tual and moral reasons.
Paper can be made easier,
cheaper and more efficiently
us-

Iflivesa

are cut for

we can aon

Letters:
© Continued
from page 31
ure groups.
A responsible press can’t be answerable to some self-appointed “commission” telling it what's acceptable to print.
If The Lumberjack’s writers are not
honest they should go into politics and
leave journalism to the folks willing to
tell the truth as best they can.
And who the hell are “some participants” to tell you letters to the editor are
more or less credible than guest columns?
Crawdad Nelson

ing questions and maintaining an ami-

able working relationship with all mem-

bers of the student body.

Rseeerens is the best thing to happen
to HSU in a long time.
I endorse Kirkpatrick for the position

of A.S. president. If you want a leader,

My Sth grade class is studying the
United States and its geography.
Will you send me postcards, pictures,
magazines or anything that will
a
elp me learn more about your county or
state and its people?
You may be interested in knowing this
has already been very successful.
project
So far the class has received a phone call
from Wyoming, moundsof personal phonal videos,
tos and letters, books,

ous pay? His

Has he red

pared videos, abottle of Tabasco sauce

entertainment

housing allowance?

allowance? Histravel allowance? Stopped

m Louisiana, information
senator, a necklace from a
Parade, minerals and much
ee heampon anne about

his university-funded car which

runs on university-funded gas? I think
not.

Since no one gets paid for compensare

can

ban

ee

do anything to

and

tee

its
or

our

: balance sheet.
bud
Again, the president’s rhetoric on
shared pain for Humboldt’s collegial fam-

NANA
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Rae es ka

ces.
es won of all types

and ages are our brothers and
sisters and older forests and
stands are our elders and teachers.
are our direct
access to
lessons, insights, closeness and
community.
speak
of man

different i
and what they
say is important
and fundamento the way we go about living
our lives.

I challenge
you to think of all
the activities and habitual tendencies
you undertake
daily.
Consider a traditional

or Aborigine person looking at
your list. How many of eae
tries do you feel they would see
as necessary
or for your growth
and understanding
asa human?

from a U.S.
Mardi Gras
more.
our country

e this way.
Donald Johnson

Grandview School
Grandview Ave.
Catskill, N.Y. 12414

Many call this “cultural perspective” or “civilized” human
pursuitof technology
and use it
as an excuse for out-of-touch,
oe
behavior. adie.
on is not guns, cars, b
,
fine clothes, electricity, pavement, libraries or eloquent
speech. Civilization is not killing one another.
you are starving, hunt or
fish. When you are truly hungry
you will have the right attitude
for taking another’s life and partaking.
circle of life is open
for us to rejoin at any time.

I see the way present
society

lives as cancerous
in some as-

i

dar

8

pe

quinn
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opens
you up to

thinking
about reality and who
is defining
it for you.

Stewman
is a deep biology and
botany major.

Peace in the Middle East
‘d like to su

t a solution to the

aeli-occupied West
leminthe
and Gaza Stri

|

It should be made a United Nations
demilitarized zone under the contro! of
forces and
Japanese-led pe
Court,
World
the
by
a judiciary chosen
The Hague, Netherlands.
The United States can divert some of
its aid to Israel to help relieve the Israeli
government of this humanitarian and
public relations nightmare. I leave it to

dominantly Muslim country. India
the Palestinwould be bi
ians because of fighting between Muslims and Hindus in India.

Japan

is reliant on Middle Eastern

much of its energy and has
oil
strong ties with the United States, a
strong ally of Israel. Therefore, Japan
should be interested in something that
will bring stability to the region.
Japan has beena democracy since its
post-World War II new constitution.
Additionally, there is strong communication between

Japanese, Jews and

and Palestinian, have a constitutional

Muslims.
Japan has a strong and organized
guard. While they would not
national
be the only forces in the region, if the

Israel has occupied the West Bank
since it captured it from the Egyptians
ina war in which Egypt attacked Israel.
Israel kept the territory as a buffer zone
against future Esyptiae attack.

nese command, they would likely encounter less resistance.
A Japanese college exchange student informed me that many Japanese
wanted tosend troops to Desert Storm,

ish people were encouraged by the govfighternment to settle. The continuous

Here is a chance for the Japanese to
act in.a humanitarian police effort.
The World Court in The Hague,

the U.N. to determine the length of time

before the inhabitants of the region, Jew

convention to decide their future.

Toensure control of the territory, Jew-

ing between the settlers and the Pales-

I need your help

get through these lean times.
Many staff members have reduced their
time base and pay at his urging.

his

Katrina S. Hagen

senior, political science

reduced staff-

scale
Toate

gen-

the nackaslhy of hepe-

By Aaron Wishnutf
GUEST COLUMNIST

I’ve found a leader in Kirkpatrick, a
leader capable of making decisions, ask-

e president speaks of shared pain to

NG

the building
is on.
There is no way to support

one like California State Student Association Representative Jason Kirkpatrick.
AS. needs a go-getter, someone who
isn’t afraid of the administration or its

and the stress of job insecurity.

eS

poles

Paul Meyer
university property clerk II

elect Kirkpatrick

then small

or circular kiosks would
y if the wood
work well,
off the land
used comes

constraints.

creased work loads due to

take-away

are

powerful, self-confident leader — some-

I’d like to thank President McCrone for
kickingus when we're down.
It used to be that when you had to work
on a national holiday your sole consolation that you couldn’t spend it with your
family was the time-and-a-half compensation you could spend with them later.
A couple weeks ago, with the stroke of
his pen and under the guise of budgetary
constraints, our benevolent leader robbed
us of 2 1/2 days off.
This is another example of decisions
that penalize staff and not faculty who
have spring, semester and summer breaks
off anyway.
This blow to staff morale comes when
most are already struggling with in-

See

i

I am usually one of the first people to
nod their head in affirmation of comg Students
the Associated
ments criticizin
at HSU.
However, I see great potential in A. S.
What the A.S. government needs is a

Robbed

tions and peoplein

abou

merand winter.If woodendwell-

Kirkpatrick for A.S.

Bayside

ganda issued by media, timber

well insulated

ily is so much hot air blown from beneath

,

with physical truth the

floor and been gathered, would
easily heated and
during the sum-

in iapuiang

his kilt.

and v

wood that has fallen to the forest

A fine dwelling is a tee-pee
made of canvas or skin that can
vary in size depending upon the
number of occupants. Poles can
be gathered from dead wood
sources
or constructed from aluminum or some other light alloy.

that kind of logic

are

the earth itself, fiberglass domes
or sectioned models (which are
available and uncostly in comtolumber),orkilned
clay
ck homes. Other o
include building
your
home directly into a hill or mountainside
inahobbit-like
fashion with supand a stone, carpet orearth
oor.
A wood-burning stove, using

statement.

the conclusion that
even
sustainable practices we nin
need to kill
trees on a
e. I disagree

ep

few.
Othertypes of made
structures
include stucco
from
they

ing almost any other form of
appropriate biomass. This pais made from straw, hemp
ber, many forms of grain stalks
and
, types of biomass
(tree and brush trimmings,
leaves, etc.) that are presently
burned or put into landfills.
Home-building is the area
where almost all people will
steadfastly hold there is no option but wood. If we look around
the world and through history
it’s easy to see this is a false

tinians is a problem’to the Israeli government that threatens stability in the
ion.

e Israeli military and police attempting to control violence are
incapable,as they are obvious symbols

of the Israeli government.
The only police acceptable to both

sides should be lead by officers from a
neutral nation and as part of a U.N.
peace-k
force.
to accept a
be willing
w
Israel

peace-keeping forces were under Japa-

but sent money instead.

*

Netherlands, has been under used but

and can be used effecis res
tively here in another historical event.
e Israeli and Palestinian leaders
should meet with Japanese military
lawyers and members of the World
Court to draft laws/regulations and
punishments that can be enforced by
ping forces.
The World Court should also appoint a Judiciary Board to operate in

the occupied territory.

an is the most likely candidate.

e A five-member board composed
of a member from: Finland, Switzerland, a, former Soviet Baltic State, a
democratic country of Latin America
and a stable democratic state of subSaharan Africa.
This is the best hope for peace in the
region.

with Israel to be acceptable to Palestinians. Israel is unlikely to accept a pre-

Wishnuff is an environmental studies
senior

solution to its Gaza Strip nightmare if
t citizens and
the U.N. would protecits
keep the area as a buffer zone between
for a neutral country
In the
power to lead a peace-keeping
with the
stable democracy,
as ard
forceand reco

‘NATO

e ties
too strong
countries hav

et me: mmm

eam
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garage, lots of extras.

Call Ana,
ais

822-5064.

BEDROOM

APT.

FOR

15-Aug15,

$250/

Call 822-8909,
month.
message.

Leave

May

IBM-AT COMPATIBLE; 8 MHz,
5 Mb RAM, 30 MbH.D., 2floppies,
SVGAcolor monitor, 24pin printer,
software. A great machine, perfect for word processing. $995.
444-8973, 444-2270 (Bob).

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Only $269! Jet there
with
for $269
ANYTIME
AIRHITCH! (Reported in Let’s Go!
and NY Times).

1978 DATSUN B210. You fix.
New Japanese import engine installed. New tires, body in good
condition. $600 OBO. Ask for
Steve, 822-5280.

WANTED

New York-$129

each way! AIRHITCH @ 310-3940550.

92 HONDA GENERATOR model
EX33005, 120/240 volts, electric
start, 3.3 KV, waterproof cover,
wheels, life ring, ULTRA QUIET,5
| gas capacity, never used.
1500.

AUTOMOTIVE

1980 CHRYSLER 15-HORSE
OUTBOARD MOTOR with tank,
run approx 20 hr. 443-5123.
COMPACT DISCS $6 EACH.
Anderson, Bruford, Wakeman,
Howe, Canadian Brass, Stuart

Page, Robert

PERSONALS
SEE WHO'S NOT FROM CALI
FORNIA. International Cultural

Festival. April 28, 4 p.m.—7 p.m.

Food,
Kate Buchanan Room.
music, information from around the

Plant, Santana,

Dian

Schuur

&

Count Basie Orch, Skynyrd, Tull,

Ziggy Marley. 8223454.

FREE STANDING LOFT OR
BUNK BED, W46” X L81.5” X
Ht65.5"; one 2-piece 3/4” plywood
platform (mattress negotiable); Dfir
2x4’s painted white, head & foot
“ends” lag-screwed, laterals bokted.
Convenient to modify, easy to
move. $100 or best. 822-1735
message.

world. Sponsored by the Interna-

NOTICES

THRILLS

BLAZE IS ALL FIRED UPI! You
shouldbe, too...ourcurrent elected

tional Students Union and the AS.

HAVE YOU JUMPED? Freefall
Bungee Guides, trips by appointment. Gravity, smiles and reasonable rates guaranteed! For more
info or to book a jump call 8262001.

week in canneries or $4,000+/

month onfishingboats. Freetransportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. No experience
necessary. MALE OR FEMALE.
For employment program call 1CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGvel
worldtrah
Earn $2,000+/+ mont
an,
Caribbe
the
Mexico,
(Hawaii,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment program call 1-206-634-

eee |

teceerereeeaaanneateed

THE FAR SIDE

i

EXCELLENCE IN ON-SITE
MACINTOSH REPAIR, upgrade
-

RAISE A COOL

826-1579.
too!
FOR

84000

ALL

We fix Laser Printers,
6/12
YOUR

TYPING"&

TRANSCRIBING NEEDS call

IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR

ai

8752.

and system design. System Shop

ieee

443-6128 and ask for Mearl.

THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost. ”

ss

Terry McBride
ABLE RATES.
Typing: 442-6511. Pick-up and

s/12

delivery available.

WORD PROCESSING $2/PAGE.
Manuscripts, brochures, flyers,
general typing, etc. 24-hour
messages, 444-4711, witouch
tone. Enter your phone number,
hang up after “thank you.”
ITS THAT TIME OF YEAR AGAIN,
graduation and the end of the
corner.
the nd
school year are arou
PEMBERTON’S PACK &
Let
POST help with your shipping
needs to wherever your next
destination may be. We ship either
UPS or USPS. We are located in
the Uniontown Shopping Center
by Safeway. Call us if you will
need your stuff picked up. 8262020.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE LOANS,
GRANTS, SCHOLARSHIPS.
ne . SendS.A.S.E.
is eligible
Everyo
and $1 to: Educational Information

Services 2336 Market Street Box
131, San Francisco, CA 94114.

And a FREE

IGLOO COOLER
if you qualify. Call

1-900-932-0528, Ext. 65

pe
The Lumberjack Newspaper
and its advertisers

request the honor

UY

of publishing

your wedding plans
or announcement
in the issue of April 21.
Call 826-3259

to make an appointment

April 27-28.

to have your photo
taken by one of our

staff photographers.
Tell us your wedding plans

SPRING BRAKE?!

Aaa)

EXPERIENCED
COPY EDITOR
PROFESSIONAL
will eliminate misspellings, poor
grammar and awkward phrasing
fromyour essays andreports. 839-

0468 ext. C6047.

reduction. Vote
and staffses
increa
Blaze Baker for ASB President on

mv
‘on antes RY
FT
Enjoy the Far Side!

SERVICES

4/14

206-545-4155 ext. A6047.

campus government has been ineffective at working against fee

is
yehichk
moguls tar your tia?
Bring it in for a free

AND MAKE A
ENCE! National campaign positions to renew the Clean Water
Act, promote comprehensive recycling and stop offshore oil drilling. Available in the Bay area, 22
states and D.C. Call Jamie tollfree: 1-800-75-EARTH.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYEarn $600+/
MENT-fisheries.

443-5123.

Copeland, Jimmy

ALUMNi FOOTBALL PLAYERS
If you
FROM HSU WANTED!
played for one season you are
eligible to participate in this event.
Game is April 24. See Sue Simon
in Athletic Department.

|

SALE

TO SAVE
JOBS

OPPORTUNITIES

and we'll tell the world!
/)]

Tuesday Evening
Report
ee

oe at 7 p.m.

on

Educational Access

Cable 31

Arcata's only
LIVE
TN.
Newscast!

owe

CLOSETO CAMPUS, 2 & 3 BEDROOM APT WITH GARAGE. 4
bedroom house, 2 bath, double

ae

ere

::

FOR

RENT

THE FAIRVIEW REGENCY will
have a few two-bedroom suites
available June 1 for one-year
leases. Downtown Arcata next to
Angelo’s Pizza, 545 H Street.
One of
Close to everything.
Arcata’s nicest. Furnished or unfurnished starting at $478 monthly.
$200 deposit. Serving HSU for
twenty years. Call now before the
April rush. 822-2146.

RENT

ern

Wednesday, April 14, 1993
FOR

ONE

e wwe

Tuesday Evening Report
is

anews and

discussion program
with live viewer call-in.
Produced by HSU

journalism students.
Office Phone: 826-5567

For FREE!

Call now!

Loaner Bicycles Available!

By GARY LARSON

They've got the
answers for you!

Lumberjack classified ads work
cad

513 J St. e¢ 822-3770

The Lumberjack

eS,

“Hey! You're not lookin’ to buy anything, are you?
| think you best just keep movin’, buddy.”

WE'VE GOT IT!
PESTO PIZZA
SPECIAL!

$1 Off eee:

$22Of0f Sia

_

$3 Off Hrs...
Pesto Sauce, 3 Cheeses, Olives, Sun-dried

Tomatos, Ricotta Cheese, &
Anchovies(optional)

6th & H e Arcata

ec Baes! ODA...
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OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun - Thur: Noon to 11 em

4iINB TUBS
CORNER 5th &

JS TREETS.

Fri & Sat: Noon to | am

© GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE ¢
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